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**Interior Design & Decorating**

- **7834179** FRANCES ELKINS: Visionary American Designer. By Scott Powell. Includes more than 60 images that illustrate Elkins' outstanding sense of color and her gift for mixing periods and styles—from her early work on the Monterey Peninsula to the houses she designed with her brother in Chicago in the 1920s and 1930s to iconic hotel commissions like the royal Hawaiian Hotel and more. Fully illus., mostly in color. 304 pages. Rizzoli. 9⅞x12¼. Pub. at $65.00. **$44.95**

**Midcentury Modern Style: A Mindful Approach to Inspired Rooms.** By Karen N. Papathec. This guide shows how easily it is to bring midcentury modern touches to every room in the house, whether you are a novitiate designer or starting from scratch. Full of approachable guidelines to lead you, insider tips and tricks, and easy DIYs, you'll learn how to create inspired, livable spaces full of mid-mod charm. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Gibbs Smith. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.00. **$26.95**

- **7777965** GREAT ENGLISH INTERIORS. By D. Minaric & D. Moore. Takes readers on a panoramic tour inside of Britain's finest buildings, guiding them through five centuries of English interior design. Presents both public and private buildings through striking photographs and authoritative text, which enlighten readers to the events and personalities that lend their distinctive style and color. 191 pages. Prestel. 10⅛x10¼. Pub. at $32.45. **$24.95**

- **769640X** COZY WHITE COTTAGE SEASONS: 100 Ways to Be Cozy All Year Long. By Liz Marie Galvan. Fully illus. in color. 226 pages. Thomas Nelson. 8¼x11. **SOLD OUT**

**Vacation & Country Homes**

- **770678** CABIN STYLE. By Chase Mang. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**Architectural Details**

- **7968219** BURMESE DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE. By John Falconer et al., photos by L.I. Tettoni. Showcases the amazing diversity of architecture, design and art found in Burma. Ranging from the architectural patrimony of Pagan to the architectural heritage of Rangoon, religious as well as contemporary secular buildings are presented in rich detail. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Periplus. 8¼x11. Pub. at $34.95. **$14.95**

- **7834093** TOWER TO TOWER: Gigantism in Architecture and Digital Culture. By H. Steiner & K. Veel. Map the trajectory of gigantism in architecture and digital culture—the convergence of tall buildings and networked infrastructures—from the Eiffel Tower to the World Trade Center. They show how these two forms of gigantism intersect in the realm of digital culture and architecture, and in so doing they speak to the ways in which digital culture affects and is affected by the real. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. MIT Press. Pub. at $40.00. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**


**Real Estate**

- **4950204** HOME BUYING 101: A Crash Course in Buying Your First Home. By Art Deco. A smart, comprehensive, and basic guide that cuts out the excessive details and shows you how to create a home buying plan that works for you. This guide is packed with plenty of financial tips, legal checklists, and easy to follow suggestions, so you have everything you need to buy your home. Illus. some in color. 268 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $15.99. **$11.95**

**Home Building & Remodeling**


**Residential Architecture**

- **471962X** THE GIANT BOOK OF TINY HOMES: Living Large in Small Spaces. By John Riha. Showcases more than 50 houses from as little as 147 square feet to as much as 2,400 square feet. Stunning and ingenious solutions for living with less. Whether on a traditional foundation, assembled on a movable trailer or modular flat-packed, small houses are all about “less is more.” Fully illus. in color. 191 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $32.95. **$24.95**

- **7824556** THE SECRET LIFE OF THE MODERN HOUSE: The Evolution of the Way We Live Now. By Dominic Bradbury. Charts the course of houses all the way from the 17th century to the 21st century. Shows how the art and thinking of Modernist architects has evolved. Includes more than 100 historic and contemporary houses. Illus. mostly in color. 288 pages. ILEX. 8½x11. **SOLD OUT**

**3D Printing in Architecture and Digital Culture: The Convergence of Tall Buildings and Networked Infrastructures from the Eiffel Tower to the World Trade Center.** By H. Steiner & K. Veel. Map the trajectory of gigantism in architecture and digital culture—the convergence of tall buildings and networked infrastructures—from the Eiffel Tower to the World Trade Center. They show how these two forms of gigantism intersect in the realm of digital culture and architecture, and in so doing they speak to the ways in which digital culture affects and is affected by the real. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. MIT Press. Pub. at $40.00. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**BUILT FOR SMALL SPACE LIVING:** From the late 19th century through to the present day, this book charts the course of homes all the way from the 17th century to the 21st century. Shows how the art and thinking of Modernist architects has evolved. Includes more than 100 historic and contemporary houses. Illus. mostly in color. 288 pages. ILEX. 8½x11. **PRICE CUT to $21.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/921
**Home Maintenance, Repair & Projects**

7889484 BIG STYLE IN SMALL SPACES: Easy DIY Projects to Add Designer Details to Your Apartment, Condo or Urban Home. By Sarah Dorsey. Over 30 beautiful, multifunctional decor projects that are perfect for your small home. Little touches like editor-wrapped cabinet knobs, tablecloth-covered tables, or a projects that will fill your home with warm and personality, and clever pieces like a sofa arm table and floating nightstand are easy to make yourself and help maximize the space you have. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95


786912 TASTY HOME LIFE SKILLS: From Organizing Your Kitchen to Saving a Houseplant, Money-Saving Hacks and Easy DIYs You Need to Know. You'll discover different life skills involving learning decor, cooking, and more. The helpful instructions, creative hacks, and simple tips will make turning your house into a home easy. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

7892081 ULTIMATE GUIDE-DECKS, 6TH EDITION: Plan, Design, Build. Ed. by Jeremy Hapeman. Enhance your home, and expand your living space by building the deck of your dreams. Learn how to build your own design, follow the provided step by step instructions as is, or customize the sample design to suit your lifestyle and living space. Well illus., in color. 320 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8/x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

7869570 5-GALLON BUCKET BOOK: Ingenious DIY Projects, Hacks, and Upticks. By Chris Peterson. Contains sixty-plus ideas that put these humble and hard-working mainstays to use. Simple step by step instructions, detailed parts lists, and full-color photos of the in-progress and completed projects make sure you will have fun and get the results. 144 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8/x10. Paperback. P. at $12.50 $4.95

7918097 BLACK + DECKER ESSENTIAL HOME SKILLS HANDBOOK. By Chris Peterson. This work is DIY instruction you can trust. It's a plain-language guide with directions not for experts, but for anyone looking to learn more about their home and make it better. You’ll find dozens of home repair and renovation projects that will save you cash. Fully illus. 176 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8/x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

7947941 HOME SWEET ORGANIZED: Declutter & Organize Your Busy Family. By Jessica Litman. Each chapter offers a step by step guide to organize a single room in your home—from your bedroom closet to your junk drawer to your kids’ rooms and leftover toys. You’ll learn how to overcome any crippling perfectionist tendencies and feelings of overwhelm that may be stopping you from having the home you want. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Cedar Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

1927515 40 PROJECTS FOR BUILDING YOUR BACKYARD HOMESTEAD. By Dave Toh. Learn how to create your own planters, pens, coops, and sheds; install aquaponics and hydroponics; add pens, coops, and sheds; install aquaponics and hydroponics; add

**Hand & Power Tools**

1927582 ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO THE STEEL SQUARE: Essential Homeowner’s Guide. Packets with clear diagrams, skill building exercises, and simple rules of thumb, this handy reference will show you curious carpenters how to use the steel square in countless ways. By Bradlyn Zimmerman. Features detailed overviews and tutorials for every step of the process from start to finish, you’ll learn how to select the square edge slab, make an epoxy table form, prepare, color, and pour the epoxy resin, and so much more. This absolute guide will equip you with all the skills and knowledge you need to make your one of a kind table. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.50


7886458 BUCHANAN-SMITH’S AXE HANDBOOK. By Buchanan-Smith et al. 216 pages. Abrams. P. at $24.95 $7.95

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller**
money and start living a financially fulfilled life. 219 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

**7897999 21 DAYS TO BECOME A MONEY MAGNET: Attract Wealth, Find Abundance, and Take Control of Your Finances. By Marie-Claire Carlyle. Learn how to change your negative beliefs about money into positive statements, start attracting more money into your life immediately using principles from the Law of Attraction; create your own affirmations for becoming a Money Magnet; find your breakthrough moment in money management and take control of your finances; and more. 157 pages. Hay House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**7840853 OWN YOUR MONEY: Practical Strategies to Budget Better, Earn More, and Reach Your 6-Figure Savings Goals. By Michelle Allocco. Shares tips and exercises to help you do everything from creating a budget and saving and investing, and set a routine that enabled the author to save hundreds of thousands of dollars in less than a decade of professional- and freelance- work. You’ll find chapter titles like: setting up a savings plan, budgeting, saving and investing, and much more. 530 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

**1940430 THE LAWS OF WEALTH: A Psychology of Emerging Success. By Daniel Crosby. In this work Crosby offers an accessible and applied take on a discipline that has long tended toward theory at the expense of practicality. Crosby presents the real, actionable guidance as the promise of behavioral finance is realized and practical applications for everyday investors are delivered. 241 pages. Harriman House. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.99

**7780311 HOW TO ATTRACTION MONEY. By Joseph Murphy. Filled with simple, powerful mindset shifts, this work will fundamentally change how you approach your finances. By learning to accept that money is a solution, not a problem, that wealth is a state of consciousness, your mind can truly become your main path to prosperity. 76 pages. Landmark. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 PRICE CUT to $5.95

**7796068 HOW TO INVEST: Navigating the Brave New World of Personal Investment. By Peter Stanyer et al. Helps investors see how a few simple principles, based on a principles-based, keep it simple approach to help them make investment decisions and have investment conversations that will make the future of money more secure. 221 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $14.95

**7866576 CHAOS KINGS: How Wall Street Traders Make Billions in the New Age of Crisis. By Scott Patterson. A fascinating deep dive into the world of billion-dollar traders and how they make their billions of dollars, as the markets go into financial windfalls. Virtually everywhere we look there is mayhem bearing down on us, putting trillions of assets at risk. There are two factions who have formed around how to respond. 322 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00 PRICE CUT to $17.95

**1958860 THE CRYPTO BOOK: How to Invest Safely in Bitcoin and Other Cryptocurrencies. By Patricia Palladino. The key to financial freedom is this guide’s formula for success. This book teaches you how to make money in the new world of cryptocurrencies. Get the strategies, insights, and wisdom to empower you to accomplish huge and sustained career success. 300 pages. Greenleaf Book Group. Pub. at $23.95 $5.95


**7294944 SATOSHI NAKAMOTO Widescreen. Presenting Satoshi Nakamoto. Widesc. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 PRICE CUT to $5.95


**7777787 FINANCIAL FEMINIST: Overcome the Money Blues High-stakes Crisis How I Got a Life You Love. By Tori Dunlap. 306 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $22.00 PRICE CUT to $11.95

**DVD 7800572 WHAT IS A CRYPTOCURRENCY WALLET. Widescreen. Wowow. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

**1958226 WORKING FOR YOURSELF, 12TH EDITION. By Steve Pavich. Whether you are starting a full-scale consulting business or booking gigs on the side, this guide provides all the legal and tax information you need in one place. Topics include: how to determine the best form for your business; pay estimated taxes; choose health, property, and other kinds of insurance; and much more. 530 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

**4871757 AT YOUR BEST AS A WELDER. By Juan Carasco. Your playbook for learning if a career as an electrician is right for you, progressing from pre-apprentice to journeyman to master electrician. This book provides the information, recommendations, outside resources, and concrete actions needed for taking the next successful step in your career. 253 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**4842155 AT YOUR BEST AS AN HVAC/R TECH. By Juan Carasco. Your step-by-step guide for learning if a career as an HVAC/R or refrigeration technician is right for you. Whether you are starting your first career, changing careers or in search of a new opportunity, start your own business as an HVAC/R technician, this is the resource that will tell you how. 249 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**6138556 CONSUME AT YOUR BEST AS A CONSUMER. By Charles and Charles. This work shows how to avoid a lifetime of consumerism. You’ll learn about life’s simplest pleasures, and how to get the most from what you own. 256 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

**7874863 LINKED: Conquer LinkedIn, Land Your Dream Job, Own Your Future. By Garrett M. & J. Schifeling. Decidedly practical, this work shows how to build your personal brand so recruiters come to you. Tap the power of the network effect and turn anyone into an invaluable connection. Think like entrepreneurs, focus your profile to get noticed, get considered, and get hired. Illus. 308 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**7933512 SERVICE STATION COLLECTIBLES. By Rick Pease. Sections covers signs, maps, badges, buttons, and signs for the refreshment sodas sold at the service stations. Over 500 color photographs present the graphics which typifies this area of advertising, and packaging so entertaining. Includes 1996 values. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8/x11. PAPERBACK. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

**7632245 ABOUT BUTTONS: A Collector’s Guide, 150 A.D. TO THE PRESENT. By Peggy Allsup-Arthurs. Presents over 10,000 buttons of all information from 150 AD to the present in full-color and relates their history and development around the world. Tells you about the trends in this vast field of collecting. Includes 1994 values. 320 pages. Schiffer. 9/x12½. PAPERBACK. Pub. at $49.95 $34.95

**7833237 1001 SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS. By L. Carey & S. Tompkins. Focuses on Black Americana, cat characters, mermaids, and Niagra Falls, with color photographs of over 1500 available items. A comprehensive guide, it includes color, size, and design variations of many pieces. Includes 1994 values, 112 pages. Schiffer. 9/x12½. PAPERBACK. Pub. at $49.95 $34.95

**7833520 SHIRLEY TEMPLE DOLLS AND FASHIONS: A Collector’s Guide to the World’s Darling. By Edward R. Pardella. Shirley Temple remains the best known child star of all time. Among the enormous array of collectibles made in the image of; or bearing the name of, “Shirley Temple,” the most beloved child star of all time, and you will find a collection of information to collect that is almost unequaled. Includes 1993 values. 135 pages. in color, 143 illustrations. Schiffer. 8/x11. PAPERBACK. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

**9487789 VINTAGE WOODWORKING MACHINERY, VOLUME TWO: An Illustrated Guide to Four Manufacturers. By Dana Martin Batory. Provides a history of each manufacturer, as well as a description of the evolution of its product lines over the years, including many photographs and drawings of classic woodworking machines and the many illustrations reflecting each company’s range of products, along with specifications and descriptions, taken from the catalogs of the period. This is a mine of information about old woodworking machines and the companies that made them. 204 pages. Astragal. 8/x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $9.95

**7833272 CANES THROUGH THE AGES. By Francis H. Monck. Chronicles the development of canes throughout the ages and defines their parts, the staggering variety of materials employed in their construction, and the dazzling array of gadgetry and weaponry hidden in many, includes information on repairing damaged canes, an index list of cane patents from the U.S., Britain and Germany, and a complete bibliography. Includes 1995 values. Fully illus. 320 pages. Schiffer. 9/x12½. PAPERBACK. Pub. at $69.95 $49.95

**192127X POCKET WATCH SLIDE RULES. By Peter M. Hopp. Although pocket- watch slide rules were not the most accurate nor easiest to use, these delightful devices were treasured for making calculations from all parts of the world for the last century of the slide rule’s life. An exquisite example of the slide rule makers’ art and are perhaps the most collectible of all slide rules. Color photos. 167 pages. Astragal. 8/x11. PAPERBACK. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

**7782060 KOVELS’ ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES PRICE GUIDE 2023. By Terry & Kim Kovel. Features antiques and collectibles in over 700 different categories like advertising, antique furniture, glass, jewelry, and toys, alphabeticly with cross-references and an index, this user-friendly guide empowers readers with the confidence to buy, sell, and collect. Fully illus. 606 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/921
大盘点，Spotted in France by Gregory Edmonod. While exploring local souvenirs, a sophisticated Dalmatian named JP suddenly learns that his life is about to change. He meets his wife every time he and JP step out, acquaintances become friends, and the days when lights become part of his life continue. The good fortune continues as the rest of France beckons, and the duo set off on a mission of love. 24 pages of color photos. 291 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $16.95.

2775476 DRUNK DOGS. By Charlie Ellis. Gathers the best photos of dogs getting buzzed off booze and looking pawfully prillful the morning after. And to aid you in this appreciation, these snaps of hedonistic and hazy hounds have been paired with hilarious captions telling us what bark is all about. 190 pages. Hardcover. $18.95.

LIMITED QUANTITY 7959761 YOU NEED MORE SLEEP: Advice from Cats. By Francesco Marciuliano. This compact volume of feline advice offers life-improving tips such as: “Always sleep for at least 30 feet from a loved one, enter a room you like it and everyone inside it, don’t be nice to unpleasable people and most importantly—indecision shows that you’re thinking.” Fully illus. in color. 175 pages, Naval Institute. Pub. at $15.00.

8798072 ALL CATS ARE INTROVERTS. By Francesco Marciuliano. Cats know what it truly means to be an introvert and capture that essence perfectly with poems like “How Like Us Alone,” “Answering Calls,” and “When I First Enter a Crowded Room”; just a few of the humorous poems accompanied by cute photographs included in this little volume. 101 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $12.99.

7954238 SIT, STAY, HEAL: What Dogs Can Teach Us About Living Well. By Renee Aisnart. For Dr. Al Sarraf, it was her difficult journey and who showed her the reassurance? Proof can be found in the 20 heartbeat-warming stories contained here. At the conclusion of each story, a dog’s actions show how God works in our lives. 285 pages. Howard. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.


8788202 ALL-AMERICAN DOGS: A History of Presidential Pets from Every Era. By Andrew Hager. Provides a fond, fascinating, and often surprising look at the dogs who were the best friends of the presidents, featuring unforgettable photographs. Takes readers through the captivating history of the White House’s canine companions and do mesticated pets, dogs have served many presidents, and ultimately, American history. 280 pages. Dry Street. Pub. at $23.99.

4896564 THE MIRACULOUS LIFE OF MAGGIE THE WUNDERDOG. By Kasey Carlin. Benten, tortured and shot 17 times, Maggie the little street dog should have given up on the world. But the world didn’t give up on her and with the help of her human friends, Maggie begins her long road to recovery and starts to spread joy everywhere she goes. Color photos. 285 pages. Mirror Books. Paperbound. $12.95.


97831641 NAVY DOG’S A Day’s Beyond the Call of Duty to Save Lives. By Garrett Geer. A heartrending story about a man and his heroic dog—and the bond that sees them go above and beyond the call of duty to keep every other safe. Geerevns’ rescue took him, a German Shepherd, to Okinawa, and he was a nervous 14 month puppy. They were instantly inseparable and Theo soon became the best partner Geerevns had ever had. Theo’s bravery knew no bounds and he was the rock to his partner. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 314 pages. Harper Element. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.

4845935 MY HERO THEO: The Brave Police Dog Who went Beyond the Call of Duty to Save Lives. By Leah N. Kusumoto. A one of a kind love story between a salty, battle-ready U.S. Navy crew and a little orphan dog. Jenna, a Jacksonville lady, and her beloved, announced, and her addition was not pre-approved by the chain of command—contrary to military protocols. Join Seamna Jenny as she and her crew on her adventure on the high seas.


7935257 MY ONE-EYED, THREE-LEGGED THERAPIST. By Kathy M. Fintie. This intrepid linden knew no fear and displayed unlimited self-confidence. She overcame not one but two, but disabilities. By watching Clio thrive despite what life threw at her, Kathy was able to put her own life in perspective. By learning to accept the past and embrace the present, and look forward to the future. 136 pages. Purdue UP. Paperbound.


8435573 DOG’S BEST FRIEND: The Story of an Unbreakable Bond. By Simon Garfield. A charming meditation on the relationship between humans and dogs, and drawing upon history, science, art and legend, Garfield shows how dogs have evolved to illuminate a magical bond that has endured for millennia. A celebration of this deep interspecies connection, offering insights and delight to anyone who loves their dog. 307 pages. Feiwel and Friends. Pub. at $22.99.


7767289 ALL THINGS WISE AND WONDROUS. By James Herriot. The third delightful volume of memoirs. In the midst of World War II, Herriot is training for the Royal Air Force, while going home to Yorkshire whenever possible to see his very pregnant wife, Helen. Introduces young dog lovers to some of the most amusing characters—animal and human alike. 321 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.


7865585 MOVIE CATS. By Susan Herbert. The author presents her innovative and true stories of remarkable cats in human situations. She draws on her fascination with the movies to give us a series of scenes from classic films, all with cats playing the leading roles. Fully illus. in many color. 63 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.


Martial Arts

★ 7973725 LEGENDARY MASTERS OF THE MARTIAL ARTS: Unraveling Fact from Fiction. By Augusto John Yu. 12 of the greatest martial arts legends of all time, retelling their common historical lore, examining the known facts, suggesting possible reasons for the legends, and discussing the key functions that these legends have served martial artists both historically and today. Illus. 181 pages. YMAA. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


7685297 ADVANCED YANG STYLE TAI CHI CHUAN, VOLUME TWO: Martial Applications. By Yang Jing-Ming. Photos. 246 pages. YMAA. Paperback. **SOLD OUT**


Travel

3924815 125 WACKY ROADSIDE ATTRACTIONS. By Kirstin Baird Rattini. Etc. Buckle your seat belt and get ready for a wild ride around the globe, featuring everything from kooky collections to radical replicas. These totally awesome destinations are paired with incredible color photos and loads of fun facts. 112 pages. National Geographic. **$9.95**

★ 7922671 TAIQUIN THEORY OF A TRAVELER. By Jwing-Ming. 2nd Edition. Structured with treatises, songs, and poems, based on the original Chinese text and interpretations of the passages. All songs and poems are original writings by Jwing-Ming. Contents include: regulating the body, breath, mind, qi, and spirit; Jing, pushing hands, and sparring; Taijiquan and short fighting strategies; and more. Full illus. 268 pages. YMAA. Paperback. **$27.95**

7685300 ADVANCING IN TAE KWON DO. By Richard Chun. Demonstrates and explains the advanced techniques needed to acquire the coveted black belt. Illustrates the techniques advanced students must learn to master the art. Essential to the art is a disciplined state of mind: self-control, restraint, patience, and humility are learned and must accompany physical prowess. Photos with illus. 420 pages. HarperCollins. 8½x10½. Pub. at $60.00 **$19.95**

7685209 72 CONSUMMATE ARTS SECRETS OF THE SHAOLIN TEMPLE. Compiled by Wu Jiaming. Collects and organizes the Seventy-two Secret Arts of the Shaolin Temple. In addition to the explanations and key points. There are attached figures, secret recipes and acquisitions as well. Fully illus. 284 pages. Book Publisher. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

7685537 THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO SHOTOKAN KARATE, REVISED EDITION. By John van den Berg. Based on the popular style of Traditional Japanese Karate in the world today. This work is chock full of information. Learn moves such as Shuto Uchi, Hato Uchi, Mikazuki Geri, and more. Photos. 336 pages. Transaction. Paperback. **$17.95**

7685602 TRADITIONAL GOJO-RYU KARATE. By Don Warren. The purpose of this work is to fill a void in the Martial Artists’ library and as well to act as a training manual for those who wish to learn Gojo-Ryu. Also, the basic techniques of this old but illustrous style of unarmed combat. Photos. 223 pages. Masters Publication. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

7685720 LEWIS & CLARK EXPLORATION OF CENTRAL MONTANA. By Elia Maie Howard. Looks at the Lewis and Clark Expedition in central Montana between the Marias River and the Gales Ferry, a route that few have explored. Although this represents a relatively small area explored by these pioneers, the time they spent there was rich in discovery. Drawings. 137 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 **$4.95**
Travel

772698 THE LITTLE BOOK OF JAPANESE LIVING. By Yutaka Yazawa. Discover all that lies behind the tea ceremony and learn how to teach you with this pocket insider’s guide. Enjoy insights, ideas and inspiration to help you experience the very best of Japanese design, culture and culture. Illus. in color. 160 pages. White Lion. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 768401 CANADA: From the Great Lakes to the Arctic Circle. By Nordic Myers. From culture in Montreals and Toronto to whale-watching in the Pacific and the perilous ice terrains of the Northwest Territories, this comprehensive guide is a must for anyone interested in the world’s second largest country. Color photos. 224 pages. Amber. 11/19/21. Pub. at $29.99

778963 LIVING MAPS: An Atlas of Cities Personified. By Adam Dant. Travel as you have never traveled before, and revel in the details that define urban life. By laying bare the bone, muscle, and sinew of 28 cities, these maps reveal the unique spirit of each one and shed light on the strange and marvelous ways in which humans interact with the places they call home. Fully illus. 128 pages. Chronicle. 9/13/21. Pub. at $39.95

★ 773642 PARIS AND HER CATHEDRALS. By R. Howard Bloch. Six of the most sublime cathedrals in the orbit of Paris are illuminated in magnificent detail as Bloch, taking us from the High Middle Ages to the devastating fire that set Notre-Dame ablaze in 2019, traces the evolution of each in turn. Photos. 342 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $32.50

★ 779216 DETROIT IN 50 MAPS. By Alex B. Hill. Deconstructs the Motor City in surprising new ways: follow the indigenous pathways and trade routes that have made Detroit a cultural powerhouse; track where new coffee shops and coworking spaces have opened and closed; discover the areas with the highest concentrations of pizzerias; Coney Island hot dog shops, or ring-neck pheasants, and more. Well illus. in color. 141 pages. Belt. Pub. at $30.00

★ 778785 CHINA: Seen through a Photographer’s Eyes. By Christopher Long. Captures key locations and scenes of daily life in China from the final stages of the Cultural Revolution in 1974 to the present day. Images from the modern cityscape to the first steps in rapid development. With the significant expansion of modernity in China today, we get a close-up on how people live, work and play in the country. Fully illus. in color. 352 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


4922794 SICILIAN ODYSSEY. By Francine Frisne. 186 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $27.95


★ 7720244 FOUND IN TRANSLATION: The Unexpected Origins of Place Names. By Duncan Madden. 268 pages. Chambers. Pub. at $19.95

★ 779214X CLEVELAND IN 50 MAPS. Ed. by Dan Crissman. 111 pages. Belt Publishing. Pub. at $30.00. PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ 7700954 “OFF WITH THE CRACK OF A WHIP!” By Lee H. Whitelsey. Photos. 507 pages. Riverbend. Pub. at $32.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95

Travel Guides

7802498 RVING: Outdoor Adventure Guides. By P. Peterson & A. Maier. Fully illustrated and packed with fun facts and tips, this guide is a travel companion for anyone on an RV trip who wants to know how to select the best RV parks and prepare your vehicle for the road. 329 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 79120B0 2024 COLLINS HANDY ROAD ATLAS BRITAIN AND IRELAND. This easy-to-use, world-renowned travel guide is packed with popular lie-flat spiral binding features extremely clear route planning maps of Britain and Ireland and fits neatly into your glove box. Includes more detailed run-of-the-mill maps of London, Manchester, Merseyside and West Midlands. Fully illus. in color. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95

7843437 100 PARKS, 500 IDEAS. By Joe Yogerst. Filled with expert tips, tons of activities, and plenty to see and do as you put the pedal to the metal, this is the perfect inspiration and practical keepsake for your next RV trip. Includes hundreds of iconic landscapes, national seashores, forest trails, and vibrant greenery tucked away in the middle of busy city centers. Color photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

7950926 100 DRIVES, 5000 IDEAS. By Joe Yogerst. Filled with expert tips, tons of activities, and plenty to see and do as you put the pedal to the metal, this is the perfect inspiration and practical keepsake for your next RV trip. Includes hundreds of iconic landscapes, national seashores, forest trails, and vibrant greenery tucked away in the middle of busy city centers. Color photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


★ 791038X THE MINI ROUGH GUIDE TO REKYJAVIK. By Fran Pamel. Takes you on a tour of the city, its highlights and best attractions, all illustrated with maps and stunning imagery. Things to do as well as practical information on how to get around and more. 144 pages. Rough Guides. Pub. 9/2023.

★ 7903290 FODOR’S LONDON 2024. By Jo Card et al. The best of London, including Buckingham Palace, the Tower of London, and more. Fully illustrated and packed with expert tips and advice to ensure that you have all the essential information to plan a perfect trip and make the most of your time. Well illus. in color. 383 pages. Fodor’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.99

★ 19831X HOW TO LIVE KOREAN. By Soo Kim. Takes a deep-dive into Korean culture, unpacking what it means to be Korean in all its forms and uncovering the way the locals think, what they enjoy doing and how they do it with. Color photos. 224 pages. White Lion. Pub. at $20.99

★ 79301X RICK STEVES BEST OF FRANCE. By Steve Smith. Learn how much time to spend in each place, how to travel smoothly between them, and which side trips are worth adding. With hundreds ofoge, explore the most characteristic neighborhoods, dine on the best local cuisine, and stay in good-value hotels. Fully illus. in color. 457 pages. Avalon Travel. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

★ 7788911 THE PENDELTON FIELD GUIDE TO CAMPING. By Pendleton Woolen Mills. This timeless camping companion includes a brief history of America’s national parks, helpful checklists of camping essentials, and how-to’s for pitching your tent, starting a fire, and brewing a delicious cup of coffee in the woods. 192 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $19.95

★ 791647 RV VACATIONS: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets!. By Jeremy A. Cohen. What could be better than packing up your family, hitting the road, and seeing the best of what the U.S. has to offer in a RV? Once you’ve found your perfect vacation trips you can enjoy from your home on wheels, this helpful guide gives you everything you need to plan the perfect RV vacation. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 788703X ANCIENT ROME: Visual Explorer Guide. By Claudia Martin. From public baths to catacombs, explore the Appian Way to detailed frescoes and sculptures, this work illustrates in more than 180 images both the world-renowned and lesser-known sites of this great city of antiquity. 224 pages. White Lion. Pub. at $20.99
Puzzles & Games

791226 POCKET POSH TACTICAL THINKING: 50 Brain-Training Puzzles. By Charles Phillips. These puzzles are specially created and designed to hone your powers of logical reasoning, development, visualization, and increase creativity. Includes solutions. 134 pages. McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95


7934128 THE ULTIMATE BOOK OF CARD GAMES. From classics like Bridge and Rummy to the curiously named Red Dog or Beleaguered Castle, there’s a game to suit everyone. Over 90 games for one to five or more players. Easy to follow explanations of the rules and scoring systems. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Cassell. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

7979888 PARLOUR MAGIC: A Little Manual of Amusing Phenomena. Contains over 500 party tricks and jests. The author, even the most skeptical of audiences. Requiring only household items, scientific principles, and wit. You will be able to shatter bubblerproof glass with a few grains of sand; change the color of a rose with a match, and more. Originally published in 1838. Illus. 175 pages. Applewood. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

7957058 PSYCHO PUZZLES: Thrilling Puzzles Inspired by the World of Alfred Hitchcock. This book will suspend the suspense and drama of Alfred Hitchcock’s greatest works in more than 100 puzzles and quizzes. Includes perplexing murder mysteries, tricky logic problems and dastardly riddles. Solutions included. Well illus. 224 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

4678975 THE GAME MASTER’S BOOK OF RANDOM ENCOUNTERS. By Jeff Ashworth. Featuring more than 500 maps, roll tables and story hooks, this resource is chock full of taverns, combats and tantalizing traps. As well as useful NPCs and story variants you can use to enhance an ongoing campaign or launch an entirely new adventure— all with a few simple rolls of the dice. 254 pages. Medium. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99

7872798 MURDER MOST PUZZLING: Twenty Mysteries to Cases to Solve. By Stephanie von Reiswitz. Invites readers to solve 20 puzzling murder mysteries. Cast the faithfulest sidekick to amateur sleuth Madea, you will meet a cast of colorful characters. You will steer your way to unveiling whodunit in this witty fill-in on the classic murder mystery volume. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Chronicle. 8x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

7869584 MURDLE, VOLUME 1: 100 Elementary to Impossible Mysteries to Solve Using Logic, Skill, and the Power of Your Little Fingers. By Larry R. Karper. These humorous mini-mystery puzzle challenges you to find whodunit, who, where, and why. Examine the clues, interview the witnesses, and use the power of your little fingers to deduce who did it and catch the culprit. Solutions included. Illus. 380 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

7942222 THE SCIENCE FICTION PUZZLE BOOK. By Tim Dedopulos. Become part of the genre-defining stories from the masters of science fiction— Asimov, Heinlein, Clarke, and more! 300 classic and narrative puzzles all inspired by their most famous works. Solutions included. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Webeck. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

7893877 THE NIKOLA TESLA ELECTRIFYING PUZZLE BOOK. By Tim Dedopulos. You’ll enter the enigmatic world of Nikola Tesla as you attempt to solve the conundrums found in this collection. With tricky puzzles, mind-bending problems, memory tests and more, you will need to use every aspect of your intellect to discover the correct answers. Solutions included. Well illus. 144 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95


7828289 AMAZING MAGIC TRICKS FOR BEGINNERS: Impress Your Friends with the Skill That Anyone Can Do. By Bryan Miles. Offers just the right level of foundational guidance in easy to follow, illustrated, step by step instructions points out how to integrate all elements in an actionable study plan. Well illus. 380 pages. New in Chess. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

79221190 CHESS LESSONS FROM A CHAMPION COACH. By Thomas Engqvist. Gives you the opportunity to assimilate the most important chess principles and concepts by following a study plan based on key encounters by over 30 great players. Illus. 312 pages. New in Chess. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

7877324 DOMINOES GAME NIGHT: 65 Classic Games to Entertain and Excite. By Travis Newcomb. Featuring how-to illustrations for playing 65 different Domino games, this is a comprehensive guide to the fascinating history of this game, to the world’s most popular pastimes, including popular variations like Matador, Muggins, Chickenfoot, and Mexican Train. 238 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95

7957521 CHILL-OUT CODEWORDS: Focus Your Mind to Crack the Codes of Nearly 200 Puzzles. By The Puzzle People. For those who feel like there is no escape from the rigors of the office or modern-day office, this is the answer! Includes a wide variety of difficulty levels, these codeword puzzles are perfectly designed to fit into your busy lifestyle. Solutions included. 224 pages. Webeck. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

7950241 HOW TO WIN AT CHESS: The Ultimate Guide for Beginners and Beyond. By Levy Rozan. Teaches everything you need to know about the game, including all the important moves and strategies to start off strong and keep you thinking steps ahead. Fully illus. in color. 262 pages. Speed. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

7884388 THE 125 BEST BRAIN TEASERS OF ALL TIME: A Mind-Boosting Challenge of Math, Logic, and Wordplay. By Marcel Danesi. Collected from every age and every culture throughout history, these classic riddles have ranked the brains of masterminds the world over. Arranged from easy to difficult, and organized by math, logic, and wordplay. The unique skills derived by these exercises help you develop a better position to resolve important problems from work to daily life. Solutions included. 169 pages. Callisto. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

7854447 BRAIN TEASERS FOR ADULTS: 75 Large Print Puzzles, Riddles, and Word Games to Stretch Your Brain! By Marcel Danesi. Offers a variety of tricky, yet "doable" puzzles to help build your logic, math, and wordplay. The unique skills derived by these exercises help you develop a better position to resolve important problems from work to daily life. Solutions included. 169 pages. Callisto. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99

7955685 IMPROVE YOUR CHESS NOW. By Jonathan Tisdall. Covers a wide range of topics, including visualization and calculation, pattern recognition, the psychological aspects of chess, the art of defense and the wisdom of blindfold chess. Fully illus. 238 pages. Chess. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

7957556 COMMUTER PUZZLES: Effective Stress Relief for the Journey to Work. The rise of email and smartphones has meant that there’s no escape from the rigors of the office and the commute. Like any workday, the journey to work is an opportunity to exercise your mind and relax away from the office. Puzzles like Sudoku, crosswords, wordsearches and more. Solutions included. 224 pages. Welbeck. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

8001010 UNLEASH MAGIC WITH A GUIDE. Ed. by Scott Fitzgerald Gray et al. Provides Dungeon Masters with the rules and guidelines for creating and running encounters, adventures, and campaigns. Offers a trouble-shooting guide, it also includes essential game rules for awarding experience, distributing treasure, creating non-player characters, and more. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95
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Crosswords & Word Games

7923996 MISTER BIGHEAD'S SUPER-SIZED VARIETY PUZZLES, VOL. 1. Collects over 400 puzzles of many varieties, including crosswords, word searches, frameworks, and more. Solutions included. 504 pages. Flowerpot. 7x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

7919644 MOTHER MOST CRUCIAL: The Puzzling Casebook of a Curious Family Detective. By John M. Samson. Before Edward Powys Mathers wrote Caïn’s Jawbone, the world’s most difficult literary puzzle, he was a cryptic crossword creator. Published under his pseudonym “Torquemada,” his puzzles would taunt readers for days. This selection of his best crosswords was originally published in 1942. Solutions included. 381 pages. Unbound. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

7933332 THE BUMPER CROSSWORD COLLECTION. If you’re looking for ways to keep your brain sharp and boost your concentration skills, look no further than this bumper collection of over 400 crossword puzzles. Solutions included. Hinkler. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

7904525 THE BOOK OF IRISH WORDSEARCH PUZZLES. Take a tour of Ireland’s breathtaking natural beauty as well as its history and culture with this wonderful collection of more than 100 puzzles. Solutions included. 128 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7889452 ALL-STAR BASEBALL CROSSWORDS. By David J. Kahn. Step up to the plate and try your hand at the 10x10 mini-crosswords and then take a swing at the 15x15 puzzles. So, what’s the 25-letter answer for a terrific time? Solutions included. 80 pages. Puzzlewright. 8¼x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

7879904 WORD SEARCHES: Perfect Pocket Puzzles. By Gareth Moore. Be stylish and smart with this pocket-sized collection of word searches, which will keep you entertained whether you’re relaxing at home or on the move. With over 150 brand-new wordsearches to solve. Solutions included. 161 pages. Michael O’Mara. Paperback. $5.95

7877960 BIRDWATCH WITH COLORING. This wonderful bird-themed collection is filled with wordsearch puzzles accompanied by delightful images for you to color in. From tropical birds and seabirds to penguins and birds of prey, you’ll find them all, and more, clearly hidden within the puzzle grids. Solutions included. 96 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

7777897 CROSSWORD PUZZLE BOOK #20. Ed. by John M. Samson. This large format collection of 300-brand new brain teaser puzzles offers hours of stimulation for both young and old. Share your pencils, grit your teeth, and see if you can avoid turning to the answer key! Solutions provided. 300 pages. Touchstone. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

7771037 TEXAS WORDSEARCH: Over 100 Great Puzzles to Celebrate the Lone Star State. By Lynn Burns Butler. This collection of wordsearches pays homage to that state, solving over 100 superb state-themed puzzles on topics such as Texan foods, culture, famous names, landmarks, and much more. Solutions included. 160 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


7789906 THE GOLDEN GIRLS Word Search, Quips, Quotes andColoring Book. Grab a slice of cheesecake and dig into the fabulous world of The Golden Girls! Includes word search, pages to color, and fill in the blanks sections featuring the show’s favorite foursome! Solutions included. 192 pages. Thunday Bay. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

7782396 THE CAIN'S JAWBONE BOOK OF CROSSWORDS. By Torquemada. Before Edward Powys Mathers wrote Cain’s Jawbone, the world’s most difficult literary puzzle, he was a cryptic crossword creator. Published under his pseudonym “Torquemada,” his puzzles would taunt readers for days. This selection of his best crosswords was originally published in 1942. Solutions included. 381 pages. Unbound. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

7782168 THE MANIFESTING WORDSEARCH BOOK. This captivating collection of puzzles is perfect for anyone wishing to manifest their dream life. Inside, there are more than 100 distinctive wordsearches designed to help you electrify your mind with beautiful words that will inspire positivity and motivation in various areas of your life. Solutions included. 192 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $6.95

7778841 CIVIL WAR PUZZLES: A Guide to the Weird and Wonderful Language of Crossword Puzzles. By David Bukszpan. A celebration of the weird and wonderful language of crosswords, and the lexicon’s fascinating checkered history, and wonderful language of crosswords, and for crossword puzzlers and language lovers of all kinds. Each chapter concludes with a custom-made puzzle by the author to help you put your new crossword-conquering knowledge into play. Solutions included. 280 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

7781216 POSH CROSSWORDS COLORING BOOK: 55 Puzzles for Fun & Relaxation. By The Puzzle Society. As enthusiasts of both crosswords and coloring, we create puzzles and designs will keep you captivated for hours at a time. Solutions included. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 PRICE CUT to $2.95

7771942 WORDSEARCH: Puzzles for Mindfulness. This collection of mindfulness-themed puzzles encourages wordsearch lovers to take a breather and enjoy some alone time. Solutions included. 160 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

7784073 THE NEW YORK TIMES AMERICA LOVES CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Celebrate a relaxing day in the backyard or on the road with this collection of 100 Sunday New York Times crosswords. Solutions included. 100 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 PRICE CUT to $7.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Crosswords & Word Games


**7869304 THE NEW YORK TIMES WEEKDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES**. Ed. by Will Shortz. Not too easy, not too hard, just 200 Wednesday crossword puzzles that are just right! Fun clues and fresh vocabulary. Solutions included. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00

**4852577 THE NEW YORK TIMES SUPER SUNDAY CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 13**. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Sunday crossword is the biggest, cleverest, greatest puzzle in town! Relax and unwind, or get totally energized, with 50 of America’s favorite crossword puzzles. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99

**7925607 THE NEW YORK TIMES SIMPLY HAVING A WONDERFUL CROSSWORD PUZZLE**. Ed. by Will Shortz. Celebrate the joys of the winter holiday season with a variety of New York Times crosswords that increase in difficulty as you go. This festive collection is great for hours on the go, entertainment, spanning all things jolly. Solutions included. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99

**4973127 THE NEW YORK TIMES TRULY TOUGH CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 2**. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the hardest of the week, and this value-packed collection has 200 of them. If you crave a challenge, you’ve met your match. Solutions included. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99


**7914245 THE NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORDS FOR A HOLIDAY WEEKEND**. Ed. by Will Shortz. Find a peaceful break during the holiday rush with this relaxing collection of New York Times crosswords. This collection will dazzle any puzzler, allowing for a perfect opportunity to unwind. Solutions included. 240 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.00

**7917147 THE NEW YORK TIMES SUPER SUNDAY CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 17**. Ed. by Will Shortz. Relax and unwind—or get totally energized—with 50 of America’s favorite crossword puzzles. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.00

**7835997 THE NEW YORK TIMES I LOVE SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES**. Ed. by Will Shortz. Some people like to relax and unwind on a Sunday. For you, Saturday is the word! Lucky for you, this collection of 50 puzzles are the toughest in the biz! Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.00

**7856177 THE NEW YORK TIMES FRIDAY FRIDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES**. Ed. by Will Shortz. Fridays are fierce. This collection of 50 tough Friday puzzles from The New York Times is the mental challenge you need to start your right brain. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

**7851017 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 12**. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Do you have what it takes? Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99

**7852590 THE NEW YORK TIMES MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY EASY TO TOUCH CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 5**. Ed. by Will Shortz. Serious solvers know that the puzzles in The New York Times crosswords have a way of taking over your life. From an easy Monday to a downright difficult Friday puzzle, this collection is sure to challenge you with each passing day. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

**7851618 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 14**. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99


**7795448 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 15**. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Solutions included. St. Martin’s. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.00

**7758901 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 16**. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Do you have what it takes? Solutions included. 50 pages. St. Martin’s. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

**789032X THE NEW YORK TIMES JOLLY CROSSWORD PUZZLES**. Ed. by Will Shortz. Never one to pass up a challenge? Then you’re the perfect match for this collection of 50 tough Friday crossword puzzles. Start your weekend off right! Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99

**4982053 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 4**. Ed. by Will Shortz. Are you up for the challenge? These Friday and Saturday puzzles are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Do you have what it takes? Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99


**7841817 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 7**. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99


**778591X THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 9**. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99

**8529641 THE NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORDS FOR A WEEKEND WINTER HOLIDAY**. Ed. by Will Shortz. Celebrate the joys of the winter holiday season with a variety of New York Times crosswords that increase in difficulty as you go. This festive collection is great for hours on the go, entertainment, spanning all things jolly. Solutions included. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99


Absurdities & the Bizarre

197839X HISTORY'S WORST DEATHS. By James Proud. Over the ages, death has come in very unassuming forms. This irreverent title gathers together some of the most peculiar and outrageous ways that people across the globe have met their untimely ends. Whether shocking or silly, these true stories are proof at least that the grim reaper has a strange sense of humor. 128 pages. Portable Press. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

7893132 SHELBY'S ABZ BOOK. By Shel Silverstein. The Silverstein classic you won't want your children to read. Dive into this satirical, entertaining alphabet book for adults with quirky humor and Silverstein's signature black and white art! Full color. Harper. 8½ x 11. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

7869960 HOW TO KEEP A WEREWOLF. By W. D. Bowron. For those that thrive on life's little eccentricities, who find health and safety regulations a bit restrictive–this work will help you choose the path to your lifestyle. You'll find answers to: Can you feed a Chupacabra on dog kibble? Should you keep a Kraken in the bath? Illus. 192 pages. Portico. $9.95

Price Cut to $6.95


Price Cut to $18.95


1977430 EYEBALL EVERYTHING: Over 1,000 Removable Stickers! Ed. by Kate Avino. Odd Dot. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

Price Cut to $2.95

Adult Humor

7953461 HOT GUYS AND KITTENS. By A. Khuner & C. Newman. This absurdly funny and irresistibly cute collection of photos will have you in stitches. You won't believe how much cuter it doesn't get much sweeter than a tiny, lovable kitty cradled in the arms of a strong, sexy man. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

7906862 A.B.C. OF S.E.X. By Mie Yim. Features pastel drawings with not for kids subjects! The look of the classic ABC picture book gives this title a humorous and sensual spin. Adults only. Pointed Leaf. Pub. at $45.00 $5.95

Price Cut to $7.95


Price Cut to $3.95

Price Cut to $2.95

Price Cut to $4.95

Price Cut to $3.95

Price Cut to $1.95


Price Cut to $9.95


Price Cut to $2.95

7744110 LIBRARY TALES: Funny, Strange, and Inspiring Dispatches from the Stacks. By the good, the bad, and the ugly of librarian Otten's experiences working behind the service desks and the stacks of public libraries. He uncovers the common pet peeves among his patrons, addresses the misguided assumptions and stereotypes, and shares several hilarious stories from his local community pillar, the library. 219 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

Price Cut to $4.95

Price Cut to $7.95

Price Cut to $5.95

Price Cut to $4.95

Price Cut to $1.95

Price Cut to $11.95

Price Cut to $5.95
**Specialty Gardening**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>781966X</td>
<td>MARIJUANA 101: Professor Lee’s Introduction to Growing Made A Bud</td>
<td>By Tyler Baras</td>
<td>Cool Springs Press</td>
<td>Spiralbound</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marijuana cultivation can feel like a complicated and intimidating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>process, but this guide breaks it down into easy to understand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>steps with a personal touch. Written like an informal study</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>guide with helpful chapter summaries, a glossary of terms, and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lots of tips and side notes, this cuts down on frustrating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7790562</td>
<td>DIY GUIDE TO PONDS, FOUNTAINS, RAIN GARDENS &amp; WATER FEATURES,</td>
<td>By Kathleen Fisher.</td>
<td>Dorling Kindersley</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REVISED EDITION. Discover all the inspiration and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ideas you need to create and installing a home water garden.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Including all types and styles—from naturalistic to formal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>designs—ponds, fountains, waterfalls, streams, bog gardens, and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rain gardens, this resource will help you plan,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exotic & Rare Plant Species**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7897037</td>
<td>THE KEW GARDENER’S GUIDE TO GROWING ORCHIDS</td>
<td>By Philip Seaton</td>
<td>Chartwell</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>From sowing seed to planting a tropical and creating a floral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>corsage, the projects included here will bring the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the world of orchids to life and show that growers who want to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>expand their collection of these exotic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Landscaping & Design**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>791248X</td>
<td>VENETIAN GARDENS. By M. Don &amp; D. Moore. Celebrate the</td>
<td>By Jade</td>
<td>Thames &amp; Kosmos</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>beauty of these gardens and read some of their stories,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>from a small communal garden in the Santa Maria del Carmini and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>public restoration successes like Giardini</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reali to the private gardens of the Palazzo Capello Malipiero,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Van Bernardo and more. Fully illus. in color. 264 pages.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Indoor Plants & Greenhouses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daly. Discover the joy of indoor propagation in this fascinating,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>step by step guide. Explore 20 different regrowing projects,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>including houseplant favorites and bonus plants.Fully illus. in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>color. 164 pages. Periplus.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trees, Shrubs & Plants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7701357</td>
<td>FOREST: Walking Among Trees. By Matt Collins, photos by R. Lewis.</td>
<td>By Carol Gracie</td>
<td>Princeton</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Celebrates the diverse ways in which trees and forests are</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>magnificent, economically relevant and profoundly enriching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the natural world of indoor plants. Tonic meadow style</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>includes bloodroot and Jack in the pulpit, to almost 600 species,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Indoor Plants & Greenhouses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7819605</td>
<td>SUMMER WILDFLOWERS OF THE NORTHEAST. A Natural History. By Carol</td>
<td>By Carol Gracie</td>
<td>Timber Press</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gracie. Provides an accessible, in-depth introduction to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>summer-blooming wildflowers of the northeastern U.S. and Canada.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Devotes to the life histories of more than 35 wildflowers and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>their relatives, from common roadside favorites, such as asters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and coneflowers, to lesser-known species, including</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indian pipe and ginseng. Fully illus. in color. 372 pages.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dorling Kindersley**

- See more titles at erhbc.com/921

- See more titles at erhbc.com/921

- See more titles at erhbc.com/921
In four key areas—food, medicine, psychodelics, and mental health, and environmental remediation. This work not only reveals how fungi have formed the foundations of modern life but how they might help shape our future. Color photos. 210 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $34.95

873703x SEEING SEEDS: A Journey into the World of Seedheads, Pods, and Fruit. By Terri Dune Chance. Photos by R. Lewellyn. What is inside a seed? How does it all work? The answers to these questions and many more can be found in this beautifully illustrated work. Charming sketches and illuminating essays open up a world of beauty and fascinating information that will forever change the way you look at these small miracles of nature.

256 pages. Timber. 8¼ x 10¼. Pub. at $29.95

871845x THE COMPLETE LANGUAGE OF TREES: The Definitive & Illustrated History. By S. D. Dietz. Presents the common meanings, powers, and folklore of over 400 trees, that live in a vast range of climates. Whether it’s to provide the world with our most essential vital resource: oxygen. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Wellfleet. 8¼ x 10¼. Pub. at $29.95

87008Xx THE HIDDEN WORLD OF MOSSES. By Neil Bell, photos by D. Callaghan. Mosses have a spectacular diversity of beautiful and surprising forms. They are easily overlooked but are resources that are necessary for their survival, and how we as humans play a role in shaping this ecosystem. Fully illus. in color. 284 pages. Timber. 8½ x 11 x ¾. Pub. at $29.95


8778631 AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 PLANTS. By Jonathan Drori. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Laurence King. Pub. at $24.99

Garden Features & Furniture

7940246 RUSTIC GARDEN PROJECTS. By Malianne Svard Hagby. Here are step by step instructions for making concrete bases, tree swings, fountains, stained glass plant supports, and so much more to make any lawn comfortable, decorative, and a delightful place in which to linger. In this guide, everything needed to transform any yard into a flowering oasis. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

786653x BLACK + DECKER THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO DIY GREENHOUSES, 3RD EDITION. All in one resource for home gardeners looking to extend their growing season. With comprehensive instructions, helpful tips, full plans for structures of various sizes. Also contains advice to help you make good design choices. Complete sections on heaters, ventilating, and watering systems show you how to set up and operate your greenhouse for maximum benefit. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½ x 10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

More Works on Gardening

8770701 THE WELL-GARDENED MIND: The Restorative Power of Nature. By Sue Stuart-Smith. Perhaps the earth has been known for years that there’s a magical quality to gardening. In a blend of psychology, neuroscience, and stories from around the world, a psychologist breaks ground to explore the power of interacting with nature and how the garden can provide a vital place for cultivating the mind. 340 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

791531x MICROBE SCIENCE FOR GARDENERS: Secrets to Better Plant Health. By Robert J. Blanch. Presents the essential role of microbes in plant biosystems and soil health, providing practical how-to gardening advice for enhancing plant microorganisms, and debunking common myths and misconceptions. The gardener can encourage beneficial microorganisms while discouraging those that cause disease or other undesirable effect. And illus. 180 pages. New Society. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

8708794 THE SECRET LANGUAGE OF TREES. By Gill Davies. What mysteries can trees still reveal to us? In addition to providing wood and charcoal for our homes, latex and dyes for our clothes, fruits and nuts for our food, or simply providing a place to rest and ponder, whether it’s to grow or to change. illus. 150 pages. Shelite

873639x THE TREE: The Book That Transforms Our Work of Art. By Steve Marsh. Celebrates the beauty and abundance of the forest. Exquisite illustrations of leaves, fruits and branches accompany a lyrical text that describes the value of over 50 species of tree. 110 pages. Andre Deutsch

8732095 THE FOREST THAT FIRE MADE: An Introduction to the Longleaf Pine Forest. By John McBride et al. Reveals the forest’s unique characteristics by shining a light on its inhabitants, the ecological processes that are necessary for their survival, and how we as humans play a role in shaping this ecosystem. Fully illus. in color. 347 pages. UP. Pub. at $34.95


7878631 AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 PLANTS. By Jonathan Drori. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Laurence King. Pub. at $24.99

7909268 GROW TREES: Essential Know-How and Expert Care Advice. by Sandra Lawrence. Features over 50 of the world’s most majestic and mystical trees. From birch blossom and the sacred olive to alder doorways and the Tree of Life, this captivating study of woodland doorways into the mystical urns and magical history of nature’s most elusive and rare species. illus. in color. 287 pages. Weibek. Pub. at $16.95

7821220 FLOWERS AND THEIR MEANINGS: The Secret Language and History of the Garden. By Michael and Azoulay. Step into the long-lost world of florigraphy—a furtive, fancy language rooted in Turkish tradition that captivated Victorian-era Europe and spread to countries around the globe. Each of the plants, herbs, trees, and flowers in this flower dictionary are linked to symbols drawn from ancient mythologies, foreign languages, global history, and scientific findings. Well illus. in color. 246 pages. Comstock. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


7817711 GROW TREES: Essential Know-How and Expert Advice for Gardening Success. By Z. Altway & H. Farrel. Contains everything you need to bring to life your most cherished, structural elegance, and biodiversity to your garden. More than 40 different varieties, including trees for tricky sites and trees for urban landscapes, sharing magical stories of the rarest species. Explores both the elegance and necessity of our endangered plant life. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Weibek. Pub. at $19.95


7894653 IN SEARCH OF THE OLD ONES: An Odyssey Among Ancient Trees. By Anthony D. Fredericks. Ancient trees stand as sentinels against all odds while Earth and its people are immersed in the的信息。
More Works on Gardening


7387072 FOLLOW–THE–LINING QUILTING DESIGNS: Full-Size Patterns for Borders and Borders. By Mary Covey. Packed with a variety of continuous line designs that simplify quilting. Just trace, transfer, and sew for gorgeous design. Featuring full color cut-out designs, in 20 coordinating sets. A 16 page instruction book is also included. Martingale. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 $5.95

7829863 JAPANESE QUILTING: Piece by Piece. By Yoko Saito. Yoko Saito’s meticulous stitching, improvisation, and use of odd-shaped pieces exemplify waqabana, a Japanese aesthetic of authenticity and simplicity. Here are 29 beautiful projects designed by Saito, each exploring traditional folk theme and interpreting them with a vintage yet modern feel. Color photos. 152 pages. INTERWEAVE. Paperback. Pub. at $33.95 $7.95

7565873 PAT SLOAN’S HOLIDAY CELEBRATIONS: 17 Quilts and More for 6 Seasonal Occasions. Keep your home decked out with these projects while the days change, and always have the perfect pattern on hand for a housewarming or holiday gift. With inspiring photos, easy to follow instructions, and designs at your fingertips, you’re on your way to a great year as you stitch your way through the seasons. 80 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 $5.95


785935X HERE COMES WINTER: Quilted Projects to Warm Your Home. By J. Large & S. Wicks. This cheery collection is packed like Santa’s sleigh with 19 festive projects: pillows, banners, wall hangings, table runners, and lap quilts, all with fun wintertime motifs. Includes templates and complete step by step instructions for each project. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Patchwork Place. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

7871147 OH GLORY! 11 Quilt Projects to Salute the Stars and Stripes. By Kathy Flowers. Show your true colors as you stitch a bounty of red, white and blue projects featuring classic stars, stripes, and patterns found in old newspapers, from 1930s classics. Inspired by antique quilts and patterns discovered in old newspapers, from the magnificent work of one of the world’s most esteemed quilt artists of all time. Yoko Saito. Reveals her astonishing patchwork and applique creations up close like never before, all sewn to perfection. Patterns not included. Color photos. 144 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $36.99 $7.95

7856865 COUNTY SEAT QUILTS: 12 Classic Patterns with Looks That Last. By L. Reed & M. Adey. With a collection of a dozen warm and cozy designs, you can start stitching, then get decorating. The quilts work equally well on a table, draped on your favorite chair or sofa, or as wall art. All quilt patterns are easy to stitch and many are made with strips and squares. Complete with detailed step by step directions and color photos. 80 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

7798710 ★ THE ARTIST’S HANDBOOK OF BOTANY. By Lizabeth Leech. This handbook is for everyone who wants to observe and understand plants and the differences between them, but is particularly aimed at botanical artists. Explains the most important diagnostic features that are useful when identifying a plant and painting an accurate picture. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. C&T. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


7897253 EASY QUILTS FROM PRECUT FABRICS. By Sue Plau. Create delightfully scrappy quilts featuring classic quilt blocks, and get to quilting fast! Just one or two precut bundles plus a background fabric are all you need to make these beauties. Color photos. 48 pages.那 Patchwork Place. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

7811755 LITTLE QUILTS. By S. Fiecle & A. Lobiger. Offers fifteen beautiful step by step projects for creating adorably small quilts. Using both traditional and contemporary patchwork and quilting techniques, these designs boast the same creativity and attention to detail as any full-size quilt. Color photos. 128 pages. CICO Books. 9¾x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

7782325 SEW CHARMING: Scrap Quilts from 5” Squares. By M. Etherington & C. Lenes. Cut five inch squares from your favorite fabrics or use charm packs and stitch a quilt today. Each quilt pattern is shown in two versions: one made with precut charm squares, and another created with scraps of fabric cut into five inch squares. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

7899247 EASY LAYER-CAKE QUILTS: Simple Quilts That Start with 10” Squares. By B. Groves & M. Jacobson. A dozen fat quarters are enough to create a layer cake quilt. Great for a gift or a 10” square precuts. Color photos. 48 pages.那 Patchwork Place. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


7861918 THE BIG BOOK OF TRADITIONAL & COUNTRY QUILTS. By A. Aller & C. Baldacci. Fun new ways to make any quilt a little bit crazy. Includes 10 projects in sizes from small wallhangings to large bed quilts. Photographs, tips for 15 crazy quilt and silk ribbon embroidery stitches. Lots of tips on hand and machine embroidery, plus new ways to layer, quilt, and bind crazy quilts. 120 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

7863999 PAT SLOAN’S TEACH ME TO MACHINE QUILT: Learn the Basics of Walking–Foot & Free-Motion Quilting. Guides you step by step through walking-foot and free-motion quilting techniques. First-time quilters will be confidently quilting in no time! Featuring full color instructions, you’ll discover the joy of finishing their quilts themselves. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

7864116 THE BIG BOOK OF BABY QUILTS. By T. Stewart. This delightful collection of quilts you’ll always have the perfect baby gift! Eighty-seven patterns in all that play with fun designs ranging from cows and flowers to monkeys, skeletons, baby showers, birthdays, holidays, and more. Color photos. 288 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Sold out.

7880316 STITCHED FROM THE HEART: Quilts and More to Give with Love. By T. Lydon. Fresh tips and tips are inside for the simple patchwork and sweet applique details into extraordinary gifts! Make throw, wall quilts, pincushions, mug rugs, and much more. Includes patterns for a hand-lettered alphabet in two sizes, so you can embroider heartfelt messages. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

7877379 SCRAP CHALLENGE: 12 All-New Designs from Amazing Quilters. By Lisa L. Alexander. Not feeling confident with color or fabric? Want to know what makes a scrap quilt sing? Tips and tricks are inside for all this and so much more to help you make the most of your fabric stash! Color photos. 112 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Sold out.

7876523 PAT SLOAN’S 2008 SEASONAL QUILTS: 100 Projects to Sew & Sell. By Pat Sloan. Includes 100 designs for quilting, piecing, and free-motion quilting. A 16 page instruction book is also included. Martingale. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 $5.95

7899245 EASY QUILTS FROM PRECUT FABRICS. By Sue Plau. Create delightfully scrappy quilts featuring classic quilt blocks, and get to quilting fast! Just one or two precut bundles plus a background fabric are all you need to make these beauties. Color photos. 48 pages.那 Patchwork Place. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

7898710 ★ THE ARTIST’S HANDBOOK OF BOTANY. By Lizabeth Leech. This handbook is for everyone who wants to observe and understand plants and the differences between them, but is particularly aimed at botanical artists. Explains the most important diagnostic features that are useful when identifying a plant and painting an accurate picture. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. C&T. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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Quilting


7811580 A NEW TWIST: Turn 6 Easy Blocks into 12 Quilt Designs. By Nancy Mahoney. Shows how the same asymmetrical block can create two strikingly different quilts when you change the colors and rotate the block design. Color photos. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8¾x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99 $12.95


8780502 LABOR OF LOVE: Scrappy Quilts at the Heart of Home. By Sherri L. McConnell. Features patterns ranging from a small table topper to a whole quilt. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8¾x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

7867678 VINTAGE TREASURES: Little Quilts for Reproduction Fabrics. By Pam Buda. A collection of 12 unique quilt patterns features a tiny as 8¼" square, and the largest quilt is just 33½" x 47½." Each project can be machine pieced, but most require some sewing by hand. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $7.95

7911327 ACORN COTTAGE: Quilts with Simple & Sophisticated Style. By Brenda Riddle. Stitch the charms of a country cottage into every quilt you create! With 13 classic patchwork quilts, several embellished with wisps of enchanting applique, Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

8780119 A hiding Place: A How-To Book for All You Need to Know. By Beth Blythe et al. In a dozen splendidly scrappy projects reveal a fresh and simple approach. Learn to make wall hangings, table toppers, fat quilts, and many others. Color photos. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8¾x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95
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7859465 MODERN HEIRLOOM QUILTS: New Classics for Every Generation. Compiled by Amy Ellis. Use traditional piecing skills to create tomorrow’s heirloom quilts. You’ll discover how to give your favorite blocks a sassy, modern look with ideas and up-to-date versions of time-tested quilt designs. Tips for using color and negative space ensure a modern look with the fabric from quarters by the bundle or by one, or even if you just have a couple on hand, you’ll find a winning project within these pages. With a patchwork tote, a two-tone pillow, plus runners, wall quilts, lap quilts, and more to choose from. Color photos. 80 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99


7877193 BARBARA BRACKMAN’S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF APPLIQUE. Offers an indispensable reference guide for quilt collectors and applique lovers. Find the perfect block either by subject (wreaths, leaves, etc.), by type of design, or by time period. Includes five applique quilt projects. Well illustrated. 200 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95


783683X 10 QUICK KNIT BEANIES & SLouchy Hats. By Diane Serviss. Nothing keeps you warm and cozy like a hand-knit hat, and with the 10 designs in this guide, you can make your own! Each design includes full written instructions, charts when needed, and side and crown views of each hat. Fully illustrated in color. 28 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95
**Sewing**

**7966466 BREAKING THE PATTERN: A Modern Way to Sew.** By Saana & Laura Hultis. Equips you with the tools to create a coherent capsule wardrobe-complete with a collection of 20 timeless garments that are easy to make, wear and combine. Includes six full-size patterns ranging from U.S. size 2 to 18, with information on measuring yourself and finding the perfect fit. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Quadrille. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**7940173 HAMMADE CHIC: Step-by-Step Instructions for Creating Designer-Royal Dinnerware.** By Laura Bennett. Learn simple strategies for creating your own small luxuries and high-fashion accessories, from a smart leather iPad portfolio to a feather-embellished evening bag. With sections organized in skill-building order and based on type of accessory, fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Skyehorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**7798999 SUNDAY SEWS: 20 Inspired Weekend Projects.** By Therese Gonzalez. Presents 20 irresistible designs that can be sewn on a weekend and enjoyed for a lifetime. Step by step instructions and technical illustrations make construction a breeze, whatever the sewer’s skill level; and lush photographs showcase the finished projects in clean, uncluttered settings. 184 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**7762046 HOME SEWING 12: 12 Gorgeous Projects to Sew for the Home.** By Sally Walton. Features twelve projects to sew for the home including a laundry bag, padded hanger, table runner, and more. Step by step projects; basic techniques explaining all the hand and machine sewing know how you need; and advice and guidance on all the best sewing essentials and fastenings are also included. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**7592837 FARMHOUSE FRESH: Clever Creations for 16-Wide Toweling.** By Jenelle Kent. Sew beyond traditional tea towels and dive into this project collection chock-full of fun ways to play with 16” wide, 100 percent cotton toweling. Step by step patterns for 17 projects, including: pretty pillows, a runner and placemats, a take-along pouch; travel roll, fabric tubs, sewing machine cover, and more! Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.75


**7762585 MAKING VINTAGE BAGS.** By Emma Brennan. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**7926435 MAKE THREAP MEND: Stitch, Patch, Darn, and Mending a Coat.** By Katrina Rodabaugh. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Abram. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**7911283 YOKO SAITO & QUILT PARTY PRESENT IRRESISTABLE BAGS & POUCHES.** By Yoko Saito. Fully illus. in color. 90 pages. Stash. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**7837573 TOTE BAGS: The Build a Bag Book & Templates.** By Debbie Shore. Color photos. 96 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**Embroidery & Needlepoint**

**7834780 BOB ROSS EMBROIDERY.** By Deborah Wilding. Thread a needle with bright, beautiful colors and bring stunning Bob Ross landscapes to life. Everything you need to make two projects is inside this happy little kit, including a guide with easy to follow embroidery techniques and step by step instructions accompanied by color photos. Create all ten beautiful designs with iron on transfer sheets. SHOPWORN. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

**7832297 HOW TO EMBROIDER ALMOST EVERYTHING.** By Wendi Gratz. A fun and sophisticated collection of over 500 stitch motifs that offer a fresh new take on embroidery. With a detailed checklist of everything you will need to get started, plus expert guidance. Choose from your favorite neckline and make the dress your very own. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**7890851 READER’S DIGEST COMPLETE GUIDE TO SEWING: Step-by-Step Techniques for Making Clothes and Home Accessories.** By Reader’s Digest. From casual clothes to evening wear, from curtains to quilts, this resource brings you everything you need to know to sew with confidence. This updated edition includes 20 fun projects, more than half all new. Using this guide is like having a sewing expert from your favorite neckline and make the dress your very own. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**7865432 SEWING THE CURVE: Learn How to Sew Clothes to Boost Your Wardrobe and Your Confidence.** By Jenny Rushmore. When you’re curvy or plus size, it can be hard finding clothes that fit well. But learning to sew can also be intimidating, especially if you’re not in the size range of most beginner sewing patterns. Start with once-size patterns and learn the core skills, then once you’re comfortable, learn how to put them to the test, and sew your first garment. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Quadrille. 8¾x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.95

**7840136 THE REFASHION WAREHOUSE: Sew Your Own Stylish, Sustainable Clothes.** By Portia Lawnie. Transform pre-loved woven fabrics into stylish new garments. Make 11 inspirational garments—from tees and shirts to shorts and a coat—all clearly shown step by step. It is to build a modern, versatile capsule wardrobe that you can wear throughout the seasons, and for years to come. Fully illus. some in color. 176 pages. Search. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**7818178 THE EMBROIDERED CLOSET: Modern Hand-Stitching for Upgrading and Upcycling Your Wardrobe.** By Karin Derland. Learn how to create stylish houseswears and accessories, with 17 projects. Starting with the basics, Pratt introduces you to this iconic stitch with 17 projects. Your confidence will grow with each project as you build up, and create your own designs. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Abrams. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**7868855 THE EMBROIDERED GARDEN: Stitching Through the Seasons of a Flower Garden.** By Kazuko Aoki. From the roots to the branches of a flower garden, this book teaches you how to create your own designs. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Abrams. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**7878271 PICTURE PERFECT: Small Stitcheries & Embroidered Nicolees.** By Kathy Schmitz. Sixteen charming patterns that all measure 2½" x 4½". It’s easy to mix and match their uses. Display finished embroidery, framed with beautiful watercolor mats, on sachets and note cards, as bowl fillers, or on pillows. Color photos. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99

**777396 BIRDS: Embroidered Treasures.** By Annette Collins. Showcases the best of the Embroiderers’ Guild’s huge collection of bird embroideries, dating from the 17th century to the present day. Whether they are abstract or naturalistic, the variety of birds shown is quite extraordinary. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. 9x11¼. Paperboard. Pub. at $29.95

**777440X FLOWERS: Embroidered Treasures.** By Annette Collins. Showcases the best of the Embroiderers’ Guild collection of floral-inspired embroideries, dating from the 17th century to the present day. From abstract to naturalistic, the variety of flowers shown is extraordinary. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. 9x11¼. Paperboard. Pub. at $29.95

**7867228 RETRO STITCHERY: Oh-So-Cute Embroideries with a Wink to the Past.** By Beverly McCullough. From whimsical tacos (yes, tacos!), you’ll find more than a dozen designs to make you smile. Provides easy embroidery and instructions, includes instructions, so you can display these fun pieces in pillows, on pillows or zip bags, and clothing. Color photos. 64 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**7843569 SEW & STITCH EMBROIDERY.** By Jenelle Kent. Step by step simple sewing projects into adorable embroidered toys, accessories, and home decor items—all in a lovely, quirky Pengui & Fish style. With these simple sewing and stitching techniques, Faustini shows you how to create more than 20 delightful projects. 128 pages. David & Charles. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**7863228 STITCHED & SO SWIRLING: Whimsical Embroidery, Patchwork, and Applique.** By Tracy Souza. Simple stitching is always in season! Create mix and match seasonal pillows, framed embroidery onto coasters, and more. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95

**7993336 LUNCH-HOUR EMBROIDERY: 130 Playful Motifs from A to Z.** Illus. by Adrienne Smitke. Start with 75 fun motifs, plus capital and lowercase letters. Take your embroidery anywhere, from A to Z. Illus. by Adrienne Smitke. Start with 75 fun motifs, plus capital and lowercase letters. Take your embroidery anywhere, from A to Z. Color photos. 64 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.99

**7865137 BARGELLO: 17 Modern Needlepoint Projects for You and Your Home.** By Nerissa Pratt. Master the art of modern needlepoint stitchery and learn how to create stylish housewears and accessories, with 17 projects. Starting with the basics, Pratt introduces you to this iconic stitch with 17 projects. Your confidence will grow with each project as you build up, and create your own designs. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Quadrille. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**7788365 FREESTYLE EMBROIDERY ON WOOL.** By Karin Derland. Learn how to work with colors, shapes and composition. You’ll find practical sections about a variety of stitches and stitch combinations, how to use templates, and how to applique. Gain inspiration from a treasure trove of ideas and stunning examples. Includes several step by step projects. Fully illus. in color. 142 pages. Pinperm. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
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**Embroidery & Needlepoint**


7859201  CHRISTMAS PATCHWORK LOVES EMBROIDERY: Hand Stitches, Holiday Projects. By Gayl Pan. Pan explains it all: which needles to use, how to choose thread, how to mark the designs on fabric, how to execute each stitch, and more. Featuring 17 merry designs to bedeck gift tags, pillows, wall hangings, Christmas stockings, table runners, a bag, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $11.95

7911319  101 ITTY BITTY CELEBRATIONS: 2 Wool Embroideries to Make and Share. By Lisa Wheeler. Use wool scraps and a bit of hand stitching to create 2½ squares with motifs and sayings for holidays, seasons, sports, gardening, pets, and more. The designs are quick and easy to create and make beautiful gifts. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Martingale. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $9.95

7801831  EMBROIDERED BIRDS AND THEIR HABITATS: Hand Embroidery Techniques and Inspiration. By Judy Willford. Showscases dozens of Wilford’s life-like finished embroideries alongside clear, practical advice. You will learn what embroidery material and equipment you need; how to research and choose a suitable bird and its habitat; and how to design an embroidery that reflects your chosen bird and its place in the wider landscape. Fully illus. most in color. 160 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $9.95

7927479  BLOOMS AND BLOSSOMS: Sweet Stitcheries Picked from Nature. By Meg Hawkey. You’ll learn how to re-create Hawkey’s signature shaded embroidery motifs using colored-pencil tints. Whether you’re in the mood for something small, such as a stitched jewelry or a snap-closure bag, or if a framed embroidery tints. Whether you’re in the mood for something small, such as a stitched jewelry or a snap-closure bag, or if a framed embroidery

7902587  STITCH IN BLOOM: Botanical-Inspired Embroidery Projects for You and Your Home. Celebrates the versatile art of couching, a traditional hand embroidery and embellishment technique used to adorn fabrics, walls, clothing, and more. This innovative technique in 15 projects using a variety of pre-owned materials and accessories to produce awe-inspiring finishes. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Hardie Grant. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95

7793162  PATCHWORK EMBROIDERY: 21 Projects Plus over 100 New Embroidery Motifs. By Annee Ray. A group of talented crafters present work sewn together with a Queen Bee Mini Quilt to a Feather Arrow Backpack—that feature specially designed embroidery embellishments. Then, bring that unique charm to your own projects with over 100 new embroidery motifs. Well illus. in color. 169 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  PRICE CUT to $4.95

7810393  BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO EMBROIDERY AND NEEDLE Painting: Create Your Own Nature Designs with 18 Projects. By Sarah Godfrey. Featuring 18 nature-inspired embroidery projects—including pendant necklaces, hoops, clothes, and accessories—this book will show you how to make gorgeous works of realistic embroidery art, but you’ll also learn how to design your very own patterns. Includes ready to use pattern templates for each featured project. 170 pages. Landauer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

7894422  LYNNETTE’S BEST-LOVED STITCHERIES: 13 Cottage-Style Projects You’ll Adore. By Lynnette Anderson. Playful patches, appliqué and embroidery transform projects into lancelicious pieces to use, display, and cherish. Create small quilts, pillows, and pouches, plus a journal cover, pencil case, sewing kit, and framed designs. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

7833778  JAPANESE PAPER EMBROIDERY. By Atsumi et al. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95


4963723  WARDROBE EMBROIDERY: 15 Embroidery Projects for Upscaling Your Clothes. By Warunee Pierson-Cox. Introduce readers to the technique in 15 projects using a variety of traditional hand stitching and modern designs. You will be able to upcycle take-along projects. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. GMC Publications. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95


7856536  CROSS STITCH: 12 Fun Projects to Inspire You to Upcycle the Clothes You Already Own. By Meghan Mac & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

7800967  HOW TO CROSS-STITCH: Make Time for Yourself. By Brian Senior. Easy to learn and with soothing, repetitive stitches, cross-stitch can reduce stress and boost your mood. With clear step-by-step instructions, including full-size photographs of the finished projects, this reference is both practical and inspirational. 128 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $5.95


7913921  ENCHANTED CROSS-STITCH: 34 Mystical Patterns to Cross Stitch. By Grace Isobel. Put the craft in witchcraft and infuse some magic into your stitching with this beautiful volume of 34 original cross-stitch patterns featuring crystals, tarot, astrology, and more. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $20.00  $14.95

7951795  HAPPY DAYS CROSS STITCH. By Kyoko Maruoka. There are 25 designs including animals, flowers, foods, weather, space, holidays, and more, all in delicate colors. All designs can be stitched by beginners and advanced stitchers. Make bags, frames, coasters, cushions, baskets and more with these lovely patterns. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Tuva. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  PRICE CUT to $4.95


**Activities for Kids**

7744846  DINOSAURS COLORING BOOK. By Matthew Clark. Walk with prehistoric beasts as you color them to life! With 40 designs of iconic dinosaurs and super cool fun facts for each illustration makes an awesome learning experience for you color. Let your creativity roam and roar on each and every page! Perforated pages detach easily for giving or displaying. Ages 4-9. 80 pages. Happy Fox. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

7828462  MAC KING’S CAMPFIRE MAGIC: 50 Amazing, Easy-to-Learn Tricks and Mind-Blowing Stunts... Illus. by Bill King. Master magician Mac King reveals the secrets behind 50 jaw-dropping illusions, each one accompanied by hilarious instructions and step by step illustrations, that anyone can perform, whether at the campsite or stranded in the great outdoors! Ages 10 and up. 176 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99  $4.95

7896409  DELISH KIDS: (Super-Awesome, Crazy-Fun, Delicious) Recipes. By J. Salt & the ed. of Delish. Filled with over 100 easy and amazing recipes that will make cooking so much fun! Learn some basic skills, including how to make goopy grilled cheese, how to fix a burnt pizza, and how to pull apart a chicken for store-bought foods, like chicken nuggets. Then you’ll be on your way to creating insanely impressive breakfasts, lunches, and desserts, such as Homemade Cinnamon Rolls, Taco Quiche, or a Caprese Salad. Ages 8-12. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95  PRICE CUT to $9.95

7853779  CROSS STITCH: 35 Popular Naughtiness Patterns. By Hailey Pierson-Cox. Introduce readers to the joys of stitching the naughty, the profane, the irreverent, and the just plain inappropriate. First, the author starts with a basic lesson in cross-stitch technique. Then, once readers know your way around an embroidery hoop and a skein of floss, the guide moves on to the designs—advice that may be irrationally domestic. Well illus. in color. 114 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $21.99  $5.95

7800331  IMPROPER CROSS-STITCH: 35 Profane Patterns. By Haley Pierson-Cox. Introduce readers to the joys of stitching the naughty, the profane, the irreverent, and the just plain inappropriate. First, the author starts with a basic lesson in cross-stitch technique. Then, once readers know your way around an embroidery hoop and a skein of floss, the guide moves on to the designs—advice that may be irrationally domestic. Well illus. in color. 114 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $21.99  $5.95

7806563  CROSS STITCH: 12 Fun Projects to Make. By Sarah Fordham. This collection of 12 whimsical, wise, and witty designs will have you stitching your way to happiness. From paintings, buttons, and magnets to inspirational quotes, children, and more, there is an idea for everyone. Well illus. in color. 48 pages. GMC Publications. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95

7825358  BUG BOOK FOR KIDS: Coloring Fun and Awful Facts. By Katie Hennes-Meisner. Meet 25 weird and wonderful backyard bugs! Provides young children with exciting facts about bugs and beautiful color photographs of the bugs. Along with 50 illustrations designed for little hands, kids will love coloring the bonus trading cards and sharing them with friends and family. Ages 3-7. Zel/gif. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
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Activities for Kids

7845634 DOODLE IT ALL! Learn to Draw with over 1000 Cute & Easy Step-by-Step Illustrations. By Boutique-Sha. Learn to draw just about everything under the sun, from bumblebees and broccoli to pianos and pianos! Each scene in this volume has a terrific twist with fresh scenes and games to delight both classic Wado fans and a new generation of Wado fans. Ages 5-9. Fully illus. in color. Candlewick. 11x½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

7909713 ADVENT COLORING BOOK. This fun and festive work is the perfect way to celebrate the holiday season. Build anticipation in the run-up to Christmas by coloring a delightful, yule-themed artwork each day. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. Geographic. 9x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

7909717 SOLVE IT! PUZZLES. By H.A. Rey. Sharpen your wits with this collection of over 1000 brain teasers and puzzles, including crosswords, anagrams, and cryptograms. Solutions included. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

7909745 DELUXE COLORING BOOK. By Frances Evans, illus. by J. Archambault. Lift the flaps on each page to see what–or who–lives inside the many different houses! Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. HMH. Pub. at $8.99

7909751 WHOSE HOUSE? By H.A. Rey. Lift the flaps on the flaps on each page to see what–or who–lives inside the many different houses! Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. HMH. Pub. at $8.99

7909769 THE BIG ANIMAL BUSY BOOK: Puzzles, Games, Trivia, and More for Animal Lovers. By Nicole Clausen, illus. by J. Claude. Complete the activities and discover some really wild facts about the animal world. Guide the panda through the bamboo forest, spot the snow leopard on the mountain, and match up the chimpanzees! Stay busy with over 100 games and challenges that will provide hours of furry and featured fun! Solutions included. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. Silver Dolphin. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

7909764 STUPENDOUS TRAVEL ACTIVITY BOOK AND STICKERS. Robin Boyer et al. See the world has never been so easy! Travel through Canada, Mexico, and more by completing word searches, finding your way through mazes, and building pictures with dol to dots. Solutions included. Ages 5-10. Fully illus. in color. Sequoia Classics. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

7922825 LEARN TO DRAW DISNEY CHARACTERS, NOT JUST ANY COLLECTION. Artists in training will embark on a thrilling artistic journey full of loyal friends, forgetful fish, incredible superheroes, and more! This incredible collection celebrates created characters from Mickey Mouse & Friends; Winnie the Pooh; The Lion King; Toy Story; Finding Nemo; and more! Ages 6 and up. 144 pages. Walter Foster. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99


7891490 LEARNING WITH CURIOUS GEORGE: Kindergarten Math. Grab some pencils and crayons! Join Curious George in the classroom. George will have fun with the kids! Count, compare, add, subtract, and more. Activities get your child on the road to learning with activities like gathering information, reading and completing graphs, organizing and sorting objects, and more. Solutions included. Ages 4-7. Fully illus. in color. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99

7985213 PAINT BY STICKER KIDS: EASTER: Create 10 Pictures. One Sticker at a Time. Add the joy of stickers with stickers! Find the sticker, peel the sticker and place the sticker, and watch your Easter painting come to life! Ages 5-10. Fully illus. in color. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

7979322 KNOCK-KNOCK JOKES FOR FUNNY KIDS. Compiled by Josephine Sathon. It’s time to answer the door to over 200 hilarious knock-knock jokes that every funny kid needs to know. Ages 7-9. Fully illus. 127 pages. National Geographic. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

7964308 LEARN TO DRAW CARS & TRUCKS. Illus. by Jef Shelly. Simple step by step instructions make it fun and easy to draw life like cars and trucks. Just start with basic shapes, shade in your car examples, and you’ll be creating your own amazing masterpieces in no time. Ages 6-8. Fully illus., some in color. 40 pages. Walter Foster. 7x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95


7922594 CUTE CATS & KITTENS: I CAN DRAW. By Linda Spillman et al. Develop your drawing skills while accompanying such characters as Figaro from Pinocchio, Marie from The Aristocats, and Rajah from Aladdin. Embark on a thrilling artistic journey full of the simple basic shapes method, no matter your skill level. Ages 6 and up. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Walter Foster. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

7909760 365 DAYS OF JOKES: A Year of the Funniest Jokes Ever! By Highlights for Children. Celebrate every day of the year with 365 of the most difficult puzzles. Filled with head-scratchers, more than 150 of the most difficult puzzles. Filled with head-scratchers, more than 150 of the most difficult puzzles. Filled with head-scratchers, more than 150 of the most difficult puzzles. Filled with head-scratchers, more than 150 of the most difficult puzzles. Filled with head-scratchers, more than 150 of the most difficult puzzles. Filled with head-scratchers, more than 150 of the most difficult puzzles. Filled with head-scratchers, more than 150 of the most difficult puzzles. Filled with head-scratchers, Solutions included. Ages 6-12. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Highlights. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

7932049 GIANT STICKER UNICORN FUN. By Highlights for Children. With over 210 giant stickers and 64 pages of puzzles, activities, and scenes to create, this unicorn sticker book is perfect for young creative puzzlers! Solutions included. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Highlights. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99


7734581 MY FIRST CHRISTMAS TREASURY. Celebrate the magic of Christmas with this delightfully illustrated holiday treasury. This collection of stories, poems, and songs is perfect for sharing with the entire family. Ages 1-3. Page Publications. 10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99
Activities for Kids


804500 SUPER SLIME! Make the Perfect Slime Every Time with 30 Fantastic Recipes. By Susan Akers. Dip into this mix of gooey, gooey projects—it’s time to have some stretchy, squishy fun. There’s plenty to choose from, including fluffy and crunchy slime, colorful unicorn slime, marshmallow slime, and much more. Ages 5-12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $8.95


7965578 STAR WARS–Rebel Rebels. By Adapted by Sally Little. Join Luke, Leia, Han, and Chewie in different tales of Rebel Rescues as they are raised by Imperial stormtroopers from one planet to another. In this intergalactic adventure that comes with 16 magnets to use in a variety of out of this world battle scenes! Ages 4 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD–SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. in color. Studio Fun. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

785558X MY VERY FIRST EASTER PLAYTIME: Activity Book with Stickers. By Lois Rock, illus. by A. Ayiffe. Happy Easter! Join your favorite characters on this special day and keep young children busy as they play and learn. And there are loads of stickers too! Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. 16 pages. Lion Hudson. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

7935102 COLOR BY NUMBERS. The success of coloring picture books has led to this unique, interesting, and educational activity book. Children will get hours of fun and entertainment by using the color code number list to color in the picture. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Happy Fox. 8¼x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

7851359 ASTRO BOY STICKER ADVENTURES: The Movie. By Sophia Kelly. Join Astro Boy as he blasts off into action in this intergalactic adventure that comes with 16 magnets to use in a variety of out of this world battle scenes! Ages 4 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD–SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Happy Fox. 8¼x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

789580X THE BIG HUMAN BODY BUSY BOOK: Mind-Boggling Facts, Puzzles, and More! By Ben Elicombe. Illus. by R. Jeffreys et al. This book features a life-time (about 2.5 billion times) and how many breaths we take a day (about 20,000)! With over one hundred activities from sudoku games to logic puzzles, this book will keep curious kids busy while learning fascinating facts about the human body! Ages 6-8. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Silver Dolphin. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $7.99

7895873 DINOSAURS: Watch Me Read and Draw. By Samantha Chapagain, illus. by M. Gregor. Join Bryn, Stegosaurus and a Tyrannosaurus rex with these steps all while reading the story too! Includes a flip-out drawing pad and plenty of stickers to take the fun from the book to the pages and how to explore spatial coordinates. Includes engaging educational games and activities, and colorful stickers and cut-out material. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. Happy Fox. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

7935188 WHIZZ KIDZ: Super Word Search. By William Potter. From jungle animals and fantasy creatures, to games and robots, these themed word search puzzles are captivating for hours on end. Solutions included. Fully illus. in color. Arcturus. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95


7744927 RIDICULOUS RIDDLES FOR KIDS: Mystifying How to Draw a Codfish, and Brain Teasers to Unravel and Solve! By Vicki Whiting, illus. by J. Schinkiel. Keep kids engaged, playing, and thinking all day long! With hundreds of secret code brain teasers, goofy riddles, and more, these entertaining activities align with educational curricula to keep kids engaged as they learn. Ages 5-10. Solutions included. Fully illus. in color. 78 pages. Happy Fox. 8¼x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

7896186 ULTIMATE SUPER SLIME BOOK FOR KIDS. By Vicki Whiting, illus. by J. Schinkiel. Filled with hundreds of jokes to tell and hilarious fill-in stories to write! Included are giggly-worthyl stories to create! Takes turns choosing random words, fill them in the blank of the story, and get ready for the silliness that’s sure to unfold! Ages 8-10. In color. 200 pages. Happy Fox. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

7885725 LAUGH OUT LOUD SILLY JOKES FOR KIDS: Good, Clean Jokes, Riddles, and Puns! By Vicki Whiting, illus. by J. Schinkiel. Chock full of goofy jokes, riddles, and puns for endless laughter, chuckles, and groans! You’ll love sharing more than 100 jokes about ghosts, animals, science, nature, sports, music, and so much more! Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Happy Fox. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95


790447 SCIENCE LAB: An Alien Activity Book. By Adapted by Sally Little. Join Luke, Leia, Han, and Chewie in different tales of Rebel Rescues as they are raised by Imperial stormtroopers from one planet to another. In this intergalactic adventure that comes with 16 magnets to use in a variety of out of this world battle scenes! Ages 4 & up. WARNING: HAZARD–CONTENTS MAY BE SHARP POINTS. Not for children under 3 yrs. Fully illus. in color. Scholastic. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95


790269 THE HUMAN BODY: A Monster Activity Book. Ed. by Helen Catt. Drawing a dinosaur does not have to be a hassle! Our 3D puzzles, dice, and simple instructions make it fun and easy to learn. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Igloo. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

730888 THE SUPER DUPER JOKES BOOK, VOLUME 1. Get ready to bust out your best humor with this side-splitting joke book. This book includes 1,700 hilarious jokes, filthy puns, and wife-squeezing wordplay perfect to liven up any conversation. For children of all ages. Illus. 188 pages. AppleSeacue. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

788240 PROJECT BUGS. By Camilla de la Bedoyere. Take a closer look at the wonderful world of bugs with this combination of super cool facts and hands-on projects. With 150+ craft activities, you’ll love sharing more than 100 jokes about ghosts, animals, science, nature, sports, music, and so much more! Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Happy Fox. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95


Children's Titles

7848641 WEIRD BUT TRUE! World 2023. This big, bold work is bursting with all kinds of wild and wacky wonder, silly surprises, and far-out facts about animals, places, events, and well, just about everything! Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. National Geographic. 9x1x12. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95


7972126 FIRST ATLAS. By Philip Steele. Young readers can travel the world with this fully illustrated first atlas. With more than 20 colorful maps to pore over, plus a world map printed on durable cardstock, this is a valuable and wonderful way to explore the incredible world. Ages 5 & up. 48 pages. Miles Kelly. 10¼x10½. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95

795377 THE STORY OF PLANET EARTH: From Stardust to the Modern World. By Anne Rooney, illus. by M. Estevé. From the very beginning of human existence, people have looked around our bountiful but unpredictable planet and asked profound questions. Where did everything come from? How did life start? These questions are explored in depth in this beautifully illustrated volume. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 9x1x11¼. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

789284X EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO A CE U.S. HISTORY IN ONE BIG FAT NOTEBOOK, 2ND EDITION: The Complete Middle School Study Guide. Ed. by Lily Rothkohl with E.-K. Loftfield. This work makes all the stuff you learn in school sink in with mnemonic devices, timelines, and doodles to help you get better grades! Ages 10-12. Fully illus. in color. 381 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

7889569 HIGHLIGHTS 15 MINUTES TO PREPARE KINDERGARTEN SUCCESS. Kids learn best when they’re having fun, that’s why Highlights worked together with early childhood education experts to understand the key skills that preschoolers should be practicing for school success. Includes a quick start guide, progress poster, wipe-clean board and achievement stickers. 480 pages. Boxed. Ages 3-5. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. Highlights. 9x11. Pub. at $49.99 $9.95

7889567 HIGHLIGHTS 15 MINUTES TO PREPARE FIRST GRADE SUCCESS. Each of these 10 simple subject workbooks helps children build essential skills through age-appropriate puzzles, practical activities, and humor. Includes a quick start guide, progress poster, wipe-clean board and achievement stickers. 480 pages. Boxed. Ages 6-8. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. Highlights. 9x11. Pub. at $49.99 $14.95


4915677 YOU CAN CODE: Make Your Own Games, Apps and More in Scratch and Python! By Kevin P. Edwards. Fully illus. in color. 80 color. Carlton. 8¼x10¼x1. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


7891572 STAR WARS CHARACTER ENCYCLOPEDIA. By Simon Beecroft et al. 285 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9x11¼. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

7809506 POP-UP FOREST. Text by F. Daugay, illus. by T. Vaillant. Fully illus. in color. Themes. & Tudson. 9x12. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

7804024 MY FIRST UKRINIAN DICTIONARY. Ed. by Mano Radan. 92 pages. Hippocrene. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

7729691 IMPORTANT PEOPLE COLLECTION. By Brenda Ralph Lewis et al. Fully illus., in color. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

Craft Project Collections

7828343 CORGI CRAFTS: 20 Fun & Creative Step-by-Step Projects. By Ellen Deakin. Try out 20 adorable corgi-themed crafts, perfect for novice or expert crafters. Each project comes with a step by step photo instruction. Projects include: key rings; purses; planters; necklaces; plates & mugs; dog crowns; gift boxes; doorknobs; cross stitch; painting; and more. Fully illus. in color. Racheleone. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

7954530 A HAPPY BOOK OF LITTLE GIFTS TO MAKE. By Sarah Hand. Filled with ideas for crafting with a variety of materials, this volume shows you how to make dolls, finger puppets, stickers, pop-up cards, booklets, postcards, box and pipe cleaner cuddles, and much more. These projects can be made at home using supplies that you may already have. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95


796400X MY FIRST BIBLE AND PRAYER LIBRARY. This boxed volume collects three titles including First Book of Prayers; First Words of Love; and First Bible Words. Also includes double-sided prayer cards. Ages 0-2. Fully illus. in color. Pindy. Pub. at $13.99 $6.95

7889550 HIGHLIGHTS 15 MINUTES TO A DAY KINDERGARTEN SUCCESS. Each of these 10 simple subject workbooks helps children build essential skills through age-appropriate puzzles, practical activities, and humor. Includes a quick start guide, progress poster, wipe-clean board and achievement stickers. 480 pages. Boxed. Ages 3-5. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. Highlights. 9x11. Pub. at $49.99 $9.95

7889577 HIGHLIGHTS 15 MINUTES TO A DAY FIRST GRADE SUCCESS. Kids learn best when they’re having fun, that’s why Highlights worked with education experts to understand what first graders should be practicing for school success. Includes a quick start guide, progress poster, wipe-clean board and achievement stickers. 480 pages. Boxed. Ages 3-5. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. Highlights. 9x11. Pub. at $49.99 $9.95
**Crafting Techniques & References**

**783654** CAT-HAIR HATS FOR CATS: Craft Felting Headwear for Your Feline Friends. By Umano & Umano. Contains instructions for constructing 25 stylish hats out of excess fur. Your cat will soon be the belle of the fetish ball and make great gifts for your feline unicorn, majestic queen, ferocious lion, cuddly koala, or even a birthday cake! Color photos. 138 pages. Illus. Speed. Pub. at $16.99

$6.95


$4.95

**789251** THE COMPLETE FABRIC ARTIST’S WORKSHOP. By Susan Stern. This complete, illustrated, and published books Fabric Artist Workshop (2007) and Fabric Art Projects (2009), is a comprehensive source of popular fiber art techniques that are of interest to artists, and artists new to the medium. Fully illus. in color. 255 pages. Creative Publishing. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

$17.95

**195651** MACRAME PLANT HANGERS: Creative Knotted Crafts for Your Stylish Home. By Chyrsara Boja. This book contains 30 new projects that will spark your imagination. Follow detailed photographs and instructions to construct patterns with various materials. This is your handy guide to adorning interiors with your custom hand knotted, vintage art you can be proud of. 190 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$5.95

**763488** WOVEN LEATHER BAGS: How to Cut, Stitch, and Sew Handbags, Shoulder Bags, and More. By Naoko Minowa. Step by step illustrated instructions walk you through how to create each piece. A variety of pattern types are used so that you can expand your knowledge and creativity. The book contains 30 patterns and illustrations, and clutches, 100 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95

$6.95

**783377** THE HOOKER’S ART: Evolving Designs in Hooked Rugs. By Jessie A. Turbayne. Lavish examples and the fascinating history of the popular craft, its technical details, the materials used throughout the years, and the history of the great rug makers. Its 176 pages. Scholar, 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95

$6.95

**781849** WEAVING: Contemporary Makers on the Loom. By Katie Treggiden. This book is a step by step guide of materials and tools. This book features 50 master weavers from 13 different countries around the world, and explores the craft, its history, and the many faces it can take. The book contains 176 pages. Scholar, 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95

$19.99

**848137** NATURAL DYEING: Learn How to Create Colour and Dye Textiles Naturally. By Kathryn Davey. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Hardie Grant. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

**779596** THE COMPLETE FABRIC ARTIST’S WORKSHOP. By Susan Stern. This complete, illustrated, and published books Fabric Artist Workshop (2007) and Fabric Art Projects (2009), is a comprehensive source of popular fiber art techniques that are of interest to artists, and artists new to the medium. Fully illus. in color. 255 pages. Creative Publishing. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

$17.95


$17.95

**793976** EASY SHIBORI TIE DYE TECHNIQUES: Do-It-Yourself Tying, Filling and Resist Dyeing. By Studio TAC. Creative. Starts with the essentials of the tie-dye process, takes you step by step through the basics, and shows you how to make your own dye colors. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $17.99

$12.95


$7.95

**793584** STRAW PLAITING: Heritage Techniques for Hats, Trimmings and Baskets. By Veronica Main. For each pattern, follow the step by step diagrams and instructions and discover how they were developed whilst exploring materials, tools and preparation. Once familiar with the plaiting techniques, using straw as well as other materials, you will be able to develop your own skills, and make your own straw and willow baskets and hats. The methods are illustrated step by step diagrams, and fully illus. in color. 14 pages. Hardie Grant. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

**783566** SILVER SOLDERING SIMPLIFIED. By Scott David Plummer. With just a specially silver paste, a soldering board, and a small handheld torch, you can create intricate metal jewelry designs right at your kitchen table. This guide breaks down all you need to know to join the simplified soldering process for each fiber, the basics of spinning, weaving cloth, and suggestions on patterns and weaving techniques and unique projects for fiber artists, and artists new to the medium. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Landauer Books. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$4.95


$5.95


$14.95

**793867** HOMEGROWN FLAX AND LINEN: Cohen’s Complete Guide to Growing, Preparing, Spinning and Weaving Linen. By Cindy Conner. Contains in-depth instructions on growing and harvesting cotton and flax, preparing the fiber for spinning, the spinning process for cotton, as well as patterns of weaving cloth, and suggestions on patterns and how to weave the pieces you need for clothing, as well as tips for sewing your woven pieces together. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

$21.95

**774267** THE LITTLE BOOK OF MARILYN: Inspiration from the Goddess of Glam. By Michelle Morgan. A lifestyle guide and tribute to Hollywood’s most iconic star--Marilyn Monroe. Here you’ll find tutorials on recreating the star's makeup looks, style advice and tips on hair, beauty, and style. Fully illus. in color. 100 pages. Sunburst. Pub. at $19.95

$5.95

**788155** 1950S FASHION: The Illustrated History of Mid-Century Style. By Marnie Fogg. This stunning 1950s prints, revealing a decade of modernity, innovation and whimsy. A wonderful resource of original designs as a point of inspiration for print designers inspired by the painterly marks of Abstract Expressionism, rock ‘n’ roll iconography and spiky kinetic art.
**796465X MILITARY STYLE INVADES FASHION.** By Timothy Godbold. Celebrates the enduring and popular appeal of military-inspired clothing. For fashion lovers of all persuasions, this book explores the myriad ways that military garb and uniforms have inspired designers, students and retailers. A reference guide and source book of inspiration and ideas, fully illustrated in color. 208 pages. Photobond. Pub. at $19.95.

**7994027 FASHION: THE DEFINITIVE VISUAL GUIDE TO...** By Anna Fischel et al. From simple to sophisticated, elegant to excessive, this is the visual guide you should never be without. Fully illustrated in color. 250 pages. Laurence King. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $16.95.


**796857X SKIRTS: Fashioning Modern Femininity in the Twentieth Century.** By Kim Hermann. This book explores 20th-century women’s skirts through the lens of game-changing styles like the little black dress and the Bar Suit, as well as more obscure innovations like the Taxi dress, and more. These garments illuminate the times in which they were first worn—and the women who wore them—while continuing to shape contemporary fashion and open the door for a gender-fluid future of skirts. Photos, some in color. 254 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99.

**796483X TARTANS: From Scottish Clans to Canadian Provinces.** By Brenda Ralph Lewis. Tartans have a long history, with patterns specific to a particular region dating back to the 16th century. The wearing of tartans became widespread in Scotland during the 18th-century, when Highland warriors would choose a tartan, or sett, to show allegiance to a specific clan leader. Fully illustrated. 224 pages. Power. Pub. at $24.95.

**793129X I CAN DRAW FASHION: Step-by-Step Techniques, Styling Tips and Effects.** By Robin Nield. Create truly professional fashion drawings with this practical workbook by a leading fashion illustrator. Step by step exercises are presented alongside practice silhouettes for you to draw your own. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Sirius. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**791334 THE SILHOUETTE SOLUTION.** By Brenda Cooper. With just four tops, four bottoms, and the author shows you how to create a fabulously functional wardrobe. Regardless of your age, size, body type, or budget you’ll look better then ever. This book includes over 200 new and classic pieces that work for every occasion. Illus. many in color. 255 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99.


**481477X FASHION: The Definitive Visual Guide to...** By Anna Fischel et al. From simple to sophisticated, elegant to excessive, this is the visual guide you should never be without. Fully illustrated in color. 250 pages. Laurence King. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $16.95.

**1940155 FETISH FASHION.** Ed. by Michelle Schmidt. A fetish is seduction, provocation and pure eroticism, a form of art that inspired a new and paradigmatic type of costume, to transform your hobby into a career. Well illustrated in color. 250 pages. 4½x7½. Pub. at $50.00.
Decorative Painting

★ 4947975 ROCK PAINTING ANIMALS: Step-by-Step Instructions, Techniques, and Ideas. By Lin Welzel. This book is packed with easy projects designed to introduce basic painting techniques yet still appeal to seasoned painters. Learn to paint your favorite animals: bears, eagles, birds, foxes, foxes, lovers; parrots; rabbits; turtles; and more! Color photos. 236 pages. Racehorse. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


Paperbacks

★ 780054X DOCTOR WHO PAPER DOLLS. By Sy S. Guerrier & C. Dee. Take a romp through time and space with 26 detailed paper dolls. All 12 Doctors are featured, as well as characters from Rose and Donna to Missy and Billie. Each of the 50 outfits includes secrets behind the costumes, insights from the actors and producers, and even tips for cosplay. Fully illus. in color. 61 pages. HarperDesign. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ 7866082 STICKY KITTY: Create a Miniature World of Supercute Paper Cats. By Weldon Owen. This book has decided: Cats are the best thing ever. And now, with this guide you can populate the world with your own teary-tiny-pop-up cats! It's all cut out of Post-It notes. Includes templates for easy to assemble paper dioramas. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

★ 7965893 STICKER EXTREMELY CUTE ANIMALS. Features 15 stickers puzzles that turn a flat sticker into a cute animal. The trick is to work out which sticker goes where from a choice of up to 90 stickers. Once you’ve completed the puzzle, you’ll have a glorious picture of a beautiful animal. Choose from a wily fox, cuddly koala, smiling sloth, a lug, and more. Solutions included. Fully illus. in color. 81 pages. Thames & Kosmos. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

★ 7910223 UP-POPS: Paper Engineering with Elastic Bands. By Mark Hiner. This work illustrates innovative design from the Royal in making popup books that utilize elastic bands. Each of the ten basic mechanisms is illustrated by a working model which you can cut out and assembled. You can put it back into the book. Fully illus. in color. 25 pages. Tarquin. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

★ 8715441 ANYONE CAN PAPERCRAFT: A Step-by-Step Guide to Essential Papercrafting Skills. By Elizabeth Moad. Learn to make papercrafts from simple household items and paper! With a few easy techniques it’s possible to make a card, gift, or decoration that is not only unique but eye-catching. Includes over 30 original projects, ranging from cards to keepsakes. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Skystyle. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

★ 7847455 PAPER CUTTING: 10 Creative Projects. By C. Copeland & M. Copeland. Includes a useful techniques section that covers all the basic skills required, and everything is thoroughly explained with clear step-by-step instructions from quirky handmade decorations to simple cards, you’ll be amazed at what you can make. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. GMC Publications. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95


★ 7875519 CUT UP THIS BOOK AND CREATE YOUR OWN WONDERLAND. By Rachel Hazell. An innovative collection of 100 beautifully illustrated writing and crafting papers that can be cut out and built up! Includes 20 gorgeous paper flowers from rolled strips of colorful paper. The authors simple roll shape and paste method is perfect for beginners, and there are hundreds of ideas for the models of different flowers to decorate handmade cards, gift toppers, photo frames, shadow box displays and more. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Tuttle. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 7789837 THE FOX: An Enchanting Press-Out Mask for Parties, Festivals & Everyday Wear. By Wintercroft. Let loose your playful side and build your own fox mask. Press out, glue, and make in under 30 minutes. Includes all you need to make the mask or wall hanging, plus a guide with instructions. Carlton. 11x14½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

★ 7782965 COLORgamI. By M. Donahue & K. Kwei. Color and fold 20 unique origami models. You’ll learn to fold a variety of animals, flowers, and objects from a single sheet of paper! Each model is designed for the origami paper provided, then fold the models using the easy to follow instructions and diagrams. Use your imagination and make each piece truly original! Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8½x10½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

★ 7900325 BOUND: 15 Beautiful Bookbinding Projects. By Rachel Hazell. An accessible collection of creative bookbinding projects using different techniques for cutting and folding as well as stitches such as ladder, string of pearls, and chains. Projects include: The Sil Book, A Concertina with Pockets, and A Multi-Section Softback, which can be developed further to create unique and personal handmade notebooks, books and keepsakes. 160 pages. Kyle Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $16.95

★ 7714830 BOUND: 15 Beautiful Bookbinding Projects. By Rachel Hazell. A collection of 15 creative bookbinding projects using different techniques for cutting and folding as well as stitches such as ladder, string of pearls and chains. Projects include: the Sil Book, a concertina with pockets, and a multi-section softback, which can be developed further to create unique and personal handmade notebooks, books and keepsakes. 160 pages. Kyle Books. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $16.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/921
Flowercrafts

7822103 THE LITTLE BOOK OF FLOWER PRESSING: All the Basics Plus 11 Projects to Inspire You. By Laetitia Lazenges. Gilded herbariums, bold botanical frames, cutout abstracts, meditative mandala creations--each of the 11 projects feature step by step photo instructions. There's plenty of creative advice to power your ideas, including basics on botanical shapes, design, and composition facts. 80 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $21.95

7939906 TREASURE BOOK MAKING: Crafting Handmade Sustainable Journals. By Natura Makers. Taking a cue from the papermaking traditions of the ancient world, this book will teach you how to create handmade books from scratch, using materials you already have and upcycling them to make beautiful and functional projects. The projects included can be used for a myriad of purposes, from keeping journal entries to storing receipts, memories, mementos, and ephemera. Travel journals, daily diaries, art journals; and more. Fully illus. in color. 232 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $25.99 $17.95

7949138 SOAPMAKING FOR BEGINNERS: 100% Pure Soaps to Make at Home. By Ayako Umehara. Features easy to follow recipes and accessible ingredients in this well-illustrated guide to make easy natural soaps for many purposes. Step by step directions make this the perfect resource for those with no prior soap making experience. 96 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

7944314 BLAZED WAX: Creating Sculptural Candles for Any Space. By E. Cutri & R. Kannava. Brings together everything you need to start creating your own sculptural candles at home from making moulds using everyday items like fruit and vases, to dip-dyed candle-pouring, or even forming fun twisted supermarket candles. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Hardie Grant. $12.95

7890309 THE UNOFFICIAL LEGO TECHNIC BUILDERS' COMPANION. Ed. by Pawel Sarnicki. Filled with building tips for creating strong yet elegant machines and mechanisms within the Technic system. Teaches you the foundations of LEGO Technic building, from simple machines to advanced mechanisms, even explaining how to create realistic-to-scale models, and more. Fully illus. in color. 334 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $16.95

7881665 SOAPMAKING THE NATURAL WAY: 45 Melt-and-Pour Recipes Using Herbs, Flowers + Essential Oils. By Rebecca Fater. From bars that soften and soothe to advanced mechanics, even explaining how to create realistic-to-scale models, and more. Fully illus. in color. 334 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $16.95

7864485 LEATHERWORK AND TANNING. By Lynn Huggins-Cooper. A whistle stop tour from the basics on botanical tanning to advanced mechanics, even explaining how to create realistic-to-scale models, and more. Fully illus. in color. 334 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $16.95

8153650 MACRAME CHRISTMAS: 24 Festive Projects Using Easy Knotting Techniques. The 24 stylish projects range from gift tags and tree decorations to statement wall hangings and a stunning advent calendar. Each project details which knots to use, how long it will take, and the preparation needed. All the knots, patterns and projects are demonstrated with easy to follow instructions. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. 8x½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $14.95

7966655 BEST OF HOME: 365 Activities, Inspired Decor, and Cozy Recipes for Fall. By Alicia Tenféré. Tons of creative ideas for autumnal activities, decor, DIYs, and recipes. This book will inspire you to craft an eye-catching fall wind; plan an epic tailgate party; go apple picking, then make Cardamom Ginger Apple Butter; and more. Colourful Chronic. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

7966653 BEST OF HOME: 365 Activities, Inspired Decor, and Cozy Recipes for Fall. By Alicia Tenféré. Tons of creative ideas for autumnal activities, decor, DIYs, and recipes. This book will inspire you to craft an eye-catching fall wind; plan an epic tailgate party; go apple picking, then make Cardamom Ginger Apple Butter; and more. Colourful Chronic. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95


7841136 TIPS COOKS LOVE: Over 500 Tips, Techniques, and Shortcuts That Will Make You a Better Cook! By Sur La Table with R. Rodgers. Offers many useful things when cooking in the kitchen. Learn how to make curry rice, how to deep-fry turkey, make flaky biscuits, prevent onion tears, and even make an apple pie with no gap between the crust and filling. 372 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/921
Recipe Collections

**7854331 THE YEAR OF COZY: 125 Recipes, Crafts, and Other Homemade Adventures.** By Adrienne Worrall. Includes all the recipes and projects you’ll need this holiday season, and all year long! Organized by the months of the year and by categories, this guide offers ideas for activities, recipes, and DIY projects that make small moments in life just as exciting as the big. Fully illus. in color. 260 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

**687716 DEPRESSION ERA RECIPES.** By Patricia R. Wagner. A compelling collection of over 450 recipes from the Depression Era, along with some period anecdotes. Includes back to basics recipes with common ingredients, household hints; weights and measures; and a brief description of positive aspects of life during the 30s. Illus. 166 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**7845955 MOM’S VERY BEST RECIPES.** Try & True Favorites from Mom’s Recipe Box. You’ll find scrumptious casseroles and stew top meals including Tangy BBQ Chicken, Melinda’s Veggie-Stir-Fry, Texas Biscuit Bake, Cheesy Scalloped Green Beans, Grammy’s Creamy Fruit Salad and more! 16 pages of color photos. 222 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

**7845961 GOOSEBERRY PATCH OUR FAVORITE ONE-DISH DINNER RECIPES.** For this collection you’ll find 60 no-fuss recipes that will bring everyone running to the table. Whether you’d like to serve up a savory dinner pie, an oh so easy skillet supper, a hearty pop in the oven casserole or a tummy warming soup or stew, you’ll find a variety of one-dish recipes that are as easy to prepare as they are to clean up! Illus. 128 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**7818674 THE “I LOVE LUCY” COOKBOOK.** By Jenn Fujikawa. From Cuban cuisine to chocolate, wine-making to escargot, fans can learn to feast like Lucy, Ricky, Fred, and Ethel and entertain in retro style with this collection of delightful dishes and photographs from the iconic TV show. Recipes include Ricky’s favorite Arroz con Pollo; Fragrant Fish & Vegetable Casserole; and more. Color photos. 336 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

**1992341 THE CAULIFLOWER COOKBOOK.** By Leanne Kitchen. The charmer of the vegetable world, here are seventy recipes to prove Cauli’s supreme status. Roasted to perfection, barbecued, stir-fried, baked whole or in a pizza crust—and of course this carb-dodger’s delight—cauliflower. 143 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

**7840403 PARTY FOOD TO SHARE: Small Bites, Platters & Boards.** By Kathy Kordalis. Entertaining at home doesn’t mean hours in the kitchen. Put together a one-bite party food arrangement, arrange it on a platter or board and let guests graze at their own pace. Ideas inspired for creating perfect platters to share at home, whether you are serving dinner nibbles with drinks or a feast for a crowd. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $21.95 $5.95

**4708342 EPIC AIR FRYER COOKBOOK.** By Emily Paster. This inventive guide will unlock for you every one of the air fryer’s surprising twists and tricks. By learning this new appliance, you’ll be able to expand the range of recipes you can make in your air fryer. Recipes include Orange and Rosemary Roasted Chicken; Eggplant Parmesan; Tasty Sashimi; and more. Color photos. 176 pages. Harvard Common. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

**7705846 101 THINGS TO DO WITH A BUNNY PAN.** By Jenny Harlin. Packed with surprising “bunny”-tastic ideas. Allen shows in everyone’s favorite icon pan, this collection offers fun breads, breakfasts, appetizers, sides, dinners, cakes, and desserts. Recipes include Lemon Poppy Seed Bread, Lemon Monkey Bread, Bacon-Wrapped Breakfast Bundt and more. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**7886568 101 THINGS TO DO WITH A CASSEROLE.** By S. Ashcraft & J. Evang. Your family will come running to the table to enjoy these easy and filling one-dish breakfasts, sides, and dinners. Recipes include Blueberry French Toast Casserole, Braised Chicken Casserole; Grandma’s Chicken Potpie; Deep-Dish Tacos; Home-Style Shells; and Cheese; and 96 more pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**8898799 IN BREAD: 70 Brilliant Sandwich Recipes.** By L. Heath & A. Coughlan. Celebrates the tastiest, most awesome and sometimes ridiculous sandwich from around the world. Come with us on a culinary road trip and discover the very best of what can be placed in bread. Your stomach will thank you for it. Recipes include: Mushroom Scallion Sandwich; Turkey Pot Pie; and a whole lot more. 16 pages of photos. 222 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

**787471 CASTLE ROCK KITCHEN.** By Theresa Carle-Sanders. Takes you to Starvings’ iconic Castle Rock Restaurant and shares the immersive recipes written from the perspective of Mrs. Garraty, a character introduced in The Long Walk and a lifelong resident of King’s Maine. Ranging from breakfasts to desserts (and every course in between), these dishes are inspired by meals and gatherings from more than 40 novels and stories set in Castle Rock. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. Ten Speed. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

**7858220 SEND NOODS: 50 Amazing Noodle Recipes That You Want Right Now.** By Chloe Sood. A creatively tantalizing work of 50 noodle recipes that will have your family to fawning for your next meal. Recipes include: Red Flag Red Sauce; Udon; Swing Right Ramen; Mac ‘n Cheese; Dreamboat Arribiata; Looking Fresh Pesto; and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Castle Point. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

**787878X EVERYDAY CELEBRATIONS FROM SCRATCH.** By Maria Provenzano. Shouts of “cheers!” for everyday celebrations, including must-haves for a well-stocked pantry and the basic supplies for craft activities anyone can do. Each section provides inspiration for both food and do it yourself projects, so you can invest minimum time for maximum impact! Discover how fun it can be to celebrate. Includes a ribbon bookmark. Fully illus. in color. 350 pages. Harper. Pub. at $19.99 $8.95

**7862288 THE INSTANT KITCHEN COOKBOOK: Fast and Easy Family Meals Using Your Instant Pot and Air Fryer.** By Coco Morante. In chapters for breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks, and the occasional sweet treat, this work features subtly global inspired recipes that are adaptable to everybday’s tastes but still easy to prepare. Every recipe has dairy-free, gluten-free, and vegetarian options, so anyone can enjoy them. We’ll illus. in color. 216 pages. Harvest. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 $6.95

**7933452 LEGENDARY DINNERS: From Grace Kelly to Molly Ringwald.** By Darina Allen. Allen shows on a journey to the dinner tables of Grace Kelly, Claude Monet, John F. Kennedy, Truman Capote, Michelle Obama, and other famous hosts. Recipes from both iconic and imagined—along with detailed recipes and instructions for recreating the dinners for your own circle of guests. We’ll illus. moist in color. 224 pages. Prestel. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $40.00 $12.95
7870000 THE PASTA FRIDAY COOKBOOK. By Allison Arevalo. Featured is a year of gathering around the table to share meals, strengthen bonds, and make memories. Arevalo includes 52 pasta recipes, and sixteen seasonal salads along with clever thoughts of garnishing. Color photos, 170 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $5.95

7955618 PASTA FRESCA: Master the Art of Fresh Pasta. By Carmella Sophia Sereno. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

77248TX PASTA: Over 100 Recipes for Fresh, Homemade Noodles, Dumplings, and More. Versatile, wholesome, delicious, and simple, it’s no accident that pasta is believed all over the globe. Whether you want to master making homemade pasta or treat your loved ones to a classic dish like lasagna or spaghetti and meatballs, you will find the most basic pasta dough into a variety of delicious shapes and stunning designs. Pair it with one of the dozens of recipes Sereno has crafted to delight and inspire. Recipes include Linguine with Grilled Asparagus, Gnocchi Crab and Saffron Ravioli, and more. 312 pages. Robinson. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95


7931514 THE PASTA CODEX: 100 Recipes. By Vincenzo Buonassisi. 683 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. $5.95


787281X PIMP MY NOODLES: Turn Instant Noodles and Ramen into Fabulous Feasts! By Kathy Kordalis. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95


Vegetarian Cooking


7797265 THE COMPLETE PREBIOTIC & PROBIOTIC HEALTH GUIDE: A Vegetarian Plan for Balancing Your Gut Flora. By Maitreyi Raman et al. Explores the link between your gut microbiome and your overall health. You’ll learn strategies to create a healthier gut by eating more probiotic and prebiotic-rich foods within the framework of a vegetarian diet. Features strategies to follow a vegetarian diet, including a 14-day meal plan. 336 pages. Robert Rose. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

7805237 THE COMPLETE VEGAN: More Than 100 Easy, Delicious Vegan Dinners on a Budget. By Nisha Melvani. Your go-to weeknight dinner cookbook and the perfect entry to veganism. With easy to follow directions and ingredient substitutions as well as culinary tips and tricks, you’ll get the helping hand you need to prepare a vegan dinner for yourself or for your family. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

7940165 GOING VEGAN: A Gentle Introduction to a Plant-Based Diet. By Holly White. Includes over 100 delicious, everyday recipes, as well as practical advice on how and when to transition to a whole foods, plant-based diet in a way that is practical and economically for plant-based foods. Recipes include Cauliflower and Squash Risotto, Roast Veg Buddha Bowl, Vegan Meatballs, Lemony Mac and Cheese, and more. Fully illus. in color. 327 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

7840543 VEGETABLES THE ITALIAN WAY: The Artisanal Kitchen. By Andrew Feinberg et al. At the forefront of leadership in plant-based cooking, you learn the basics before advancing to more challenging recipes. Step by step instructions to ensure success every time. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Phaidon. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

7762119 VEGETABLES: Italian Cooking School. By Silver Spoon Kitchen. Showcases 75 delicious and healthy vegetable recipes. Develop your skills by learning the basics before advancing to more challenging recipes. Step by step instructions to ensure success every time. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Phaidon. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

7901631 THE CONTENTED VEGAN: Recipes and Philosophy from a Family Kitchen. By Peggie Brown. Provides all the information you need to become a happy, healthy, and contented vegan. Offers over 100 recipes to inspire you in the kitchen, from breakfasts and snacks to soups and staples. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95 $8.95

7939000 VEGAN YUM: The Secrets to Mastering Plant-Based Cooking. By Celine Steen. Takes you beyond the fact that simply choosing to eat vegan is an earth-friendly thing to do. Steen also offers over 100 plant-based recipes that will help you to reduce your carbon footprint. Well illus. in color. 104 pages. HarperCommon. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95


7965895 VEGAN Mock Meat REVOLUTION: 100 Plant-Based Recipes. By Jackie Kearney. Vegan eating has never been so tasty with these inventive recipes for plant-based meat and fish substitutes. From Sweet and Sour Mock Pork and Chili Dogs with Cashew Cheese, to Tofish & Chips, you’ll find a plant based alternative to all your favorite meals. Color photos. 144 pages. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95


7871565 THE COMPLETE VEGETARIAN COOKBOOK. By Nina Olsson. From the kitchen of this award-winning chef comes a comprehensive recipe table, a detailed air fryer buying guide, and conversion charts. Recipes include Black Olive Burger; Rosemary Burger Buns; Sweet Potato Fries; Roasted Artichokes; Hazelnut Ice Cream and Chocolate Cookie Sandwich; and more. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

7871627 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT VEGETARIAN COOKBOOK. By Phyllis Good. You can confidently serve a nutritionally complete vegetarian meal for a weekday family supper, or a feast for a special day. Experience how enticing and satisfying vegetarian meals can be. Recipes include Baked Cheese Grills; Ready Bake Muffins; Southwestern Soup; Veggie Macaroni and Cheese, and more. Illus. in color. 284 pages. Good Books. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $8.95


7929021 MY NEW ROOTS: Inspired Plant-Based Recipes for Every Season. By Sarah Britton. At long last, Britton, a holistic nutritionist and whole-foods guru, reveals 100 gorgeous, healthy, and all-new plant-based recipes, inspired by her wildly popular bestseller fully illus. in color. 304 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

7940211 MOUTHWATERING VEGAN BURGERS: Plant-Based Patties, Rolls, and Condoms. By Tony and Thea. A collection of recipes for tasty vegan burgers along with delectable sauces, savory burger buns, sides, and even luscious desserts. Recipes include Classic Cherry burger; Black Olive Burger; Rosemary Burger Buns; Sweet Potato Fries; Roasted Artichokes; Hazelnut Ice Cream and Chocolate Cookie Sandwich; and more. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

7852142 FANTASTIC VEGAN COOKIES: 60 Plant-Based Treats for Any Occasion. By Tiina Strandberg. Every vegan cookie imaginable is represented in this outstanding cookbook, from easy chocolate treats and fruit stuffed confections to no bake delights and amazing bar bakes. With easy to follow instructions and accessible ingredients, bakers of all skill levels are sure to bake up delish. Well illus. in color. 152 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95
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Asian & Eastern Cuisines

**7961146 SIMPLE MEDITERRANEAN COOKING.** Features more than 75 recipes that celebrate the Mediterranean cuisine’s unique coastline, mirror its climate and terrain—from coastal to mountainous. Well illus. in color. 307 pages. Ten Speed. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $37.50 $11.95

**7982982X NEW COOKING FROM OLD MEXICO: Classic Recipes from Centuries of Tradition.** By Jimmy Petoyn. Introduces a contemporary and richly varied style of cooking practiced in Mexico, along with recipes from specific parts of the country. Well illus. in color. 306 pages. Tastemakers. $29.95 $20.00

**7879114 PAELLA: The Original One-Pan Dish.** By Paule Castron. The book includes traditional paella, seafood and vegetable paella, and meat paella. Well illus. in color. 200 pages. Ignore Press. $22.95 $19.95

**7885280 SLOVENIAN CUISINE: From Traditional to Modern.** By Mateja Peklic. Takes you to the very heart of authentic Slovenian cooking and explores the recipes that make this part of the Mediterranean so special. From classic “mar i muntanya” (sea and mountain) dishes, to the local lwayin bars that spill off Barcelona’s famous Las Ramblas, where food techniques collide. Includes more than 306 pages. Smith Street. $29.95 $19.95

Regional & Exotic Cuisines

**7878540 BRUNO’S COOKBOOK: Recipes and Traditions from a French Country Kitchen.** By M. Walker & J. Watson. Bruno Courreges, the protagonist of Walker’s acclaimed mystery series, is not only the local police chief but also happens to be an impassioned amateur chef. Featuring local recipes, charming anecdotes, and a history of the novels’ French setting. Fully illus. in color. 250 pages. Knopf. $19.95 $12.95

**7802234 IKARIYA: Food and life in the Blue Zone.** By Meni Valle. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Hardie Grant. Sold out

**7873685 BUDMO! Recipes from a Ukrainian Kitchen.** By Anna Voloshyna. Color photos. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $39.95 $25.00

**7855478 FLAVORS OF THE MAGHREB & SOUTHERN ITALY.** By Alba Carbone Johnson et al. Well illus. in color. 209 pages. Hippocrene. $24.95 $14.95

Jewish Cuisines

**7895157 LEARNING TO COOK IN 1988: A Chicago Culinary Memoir.** By Ellen F. Steinberg. Focuses on the efforts Irma Rosenthal Frankenstein took to educate herself about cooking, nutrition, health, and household management as a young American woman from middle-class Jewish heritage at the turn of the century. Available.

**7899789 THE CATALAN KITCHEN: From Mountains to City and Sea—Recipes from Spain.** By Dennis Sullivan. Takes you to the very heart of authentic Catalan food and explores the recipes that make this part of the Mediterranean so special. From classic “mar i muntanya” (sea and mountain) dishes, to the local lwayin bars that spill off Barcelona’s famous Las Ramblas, where food techniques collide. Includes more than 306 pages. Smith Street. $29.95 $19.95

**7731811 FRESH FROM LOUISIANA: The Soul of Cajun and Creole Home Cooking.** By George Graham. In more than 100 delicious and soul-satisfying recipes, in color. Includes classic Creole and Cajun dishes, and traditional and modern dishes, to the local lwayin bars that spill off Barcelona’s famous Las Ramblas, where food techniques collide. Includes more than 306 pages. Smith Street. $29.95 $19.95
Decorations are included along with food and drink recipes and West. Gift-giving traditions, songs, poems, and tips for making meals that will enhance a dinner get-together. Over 300 recipes, including Granny’s Grits, Fish Fillets Almondine, Chicken and Stuffing Hot Dish and many more. 216 pages. Hoover. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

** 784366 SCANDINAVIAN BAKING: Loving Baking at Home. By Trine Rasmussen. There are authentic Scandinavian recipes with a modern twist. This work is suffused with “hygge,” a Danish word that has no English equivalent but means coziness, or relaxing with friends over drink. Well illus. in 288 pages. Quadrille. Pub. at $37.50 $7.95

** 786203 COOKING ALLA GIUDIA: A Celebration of the Jewish Food of Italy. By Benedetta Jasmine Guetta. Jews taught the world how to cook eggplant, make orecchiette, and flavor dishes with raisins and pine nuts, while the Italian influence on Jewish food can be found in goose prosciutto and lasagna using broth in place of milk for the béchamel. Filled with history, memories, recipes, and holiday moments. Color photos, 352 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

** 790970 101 THINGS TO DO WITH GRITS. By Harris0n Creekmore. Enjoy the versatility of the classic Southern staple. With these delicious and creative recipes, you’ll be serving grits at every meal! West. Gift-giving traditions, songs, poems, and tips for decorations are included along with food and drink recipes and the rules for typical parlor games of the time. Photos, some in color. 224 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

** 779695 ALL-TIME-FAVORITE RECIPES FROM KENTUCKY COOKS. Tried and True recipes for every meal of the day, plus yummy party treats and delicious desserts. Family-pleasing meals like burgers, casseroles, salads and more. Fun trivia about Kentucky that you’ll love to read and share. Time-saving tips and helps to get meals on the table in a jiffy. Color photos. 152 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

** 7796900 ALL-TIME-FAVORITE RECIPES FROM INDIANA COOKS. Tried and True recipes for every meal of the day, plus yummy party treats and delicious desserts. Family-pleasing meals like burgers, casseroles, salads and more. Fun trivia about Indiana that you’ll love to read and share. Time-saving tips and helps to get meals on the table in a jiffy. Color photos. 152 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

** 7837877 KANYA HOLLAND’S COMPLETE SOUTHERN COOKBOOK. Recipes from a Culinary Journey West. Maria C. Hunt et al. The soul food expert showcases modern recipes inspired by the California seasons. Features everything from the Peppers and Onions, to Whole Duck Jambalaya, to Honey Lavender Chess Pie, these dishes are unforgettably delicious. Well illus. in color. 312 pages. UNC Press. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

** 7794236 HAM: Savor the South Cookbook. By Dawn Lee Fowler. While the hogs have been preserved in salt in the salt world over for thousands of years, there are only a few places on earth where ham is as celebrated as in the American South. The 55 recipes in this ham cookbook will have the love in just about every way. Recipes include Ham and Figs, Deviled Ham, Ham Steak Baked in Coca-Cola, and more. 142 pages. UNC Press. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95


** 7811762 A SOUTHERLY COURSE: Recipes & Stories from Close to Home, By Martha Hall Foose. Color photos. 256 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $32.00 $16.95


** 78433X HAM: TASTE OF HOME ALL-AMERICAN COOKBOOK. Ed. by Amy Glander. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Trusted Media. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $17.95

** 7848935 A COMMON TABLE: 80 Recipes and Stories from My Shared Cultures. By Cynthia Chen Mcternan. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $30.00 $17.95

** 7784198 BEANS & FIELD PEAS: Savor the South Cookbook. By Sandra A. Gutierrez. 123 pages. UNC Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

** 778418X BACON: Savor the South Cookbook. By Fred Thompson. 132 pages. UNC Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

** 779471 Ham: TASTE OF HOME ALL-AMERICAN COOKBOOK. Ed. by Amy Glander. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Trusted Media. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $17.95

** 7881711 COOK WITH ME: 150 Recipes for the Home Cook. By Alex Guarnaschelli. Reviving the recipes she grew with, such as her mom’s chicken with barbecue sauce, Guarnaschelli offers recipes for foods she wishes she grew up with, such as Comforting Cheesy Baked Ziti, and details now how to her repertoire, including Sweet Potato Chops with Onions and A Roast Sweet Potato Salad with Honey. Well illus., in color. 336 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 $11.95

** 7843372 A TASTE OF HISTORY: COOKBOOK. By Walter Staib with M.W. Murphy. In every episode of A Taste of History, Chef Staib tells us stories of the most famous and infamous individuals of eighteenth century America through food, creating before our eyes a series of gorgeous meals that reflect our rich heritage. Shares 150 of his favorite recipes featured on the television series. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

** 79247TX DINING WITH THE FAMOUS AND INFAMOUS. By Fiona Ross. This volume explores the palettes, the plates, and the preferences of the famous and infamous. Including recipes and their stories in the lives of those who order or ate them, Ross invites you to taste culinary secrets of living people like Alfred Hitchcock, Frank Sinatra, Woody Allen, among many others. 245 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $44.00 $39.95

** 784305 ESSENTIALS: Over 100 Delicious Recipes for All-Time Favorite Feel-Good Foods. By Kim Wilcox. Includes information about the cooking utensils you will need to prepare the dishes, how to make ingredient substitutions, and time-honored cooking tips. Fully illus. This is a testament to the undeniable belief that food has the power to bring humanity closer together. Recipes include: Slew of Lamb, Meat. Christmas Pudding, A Tart of Apricots, Puyasam, Gajayak, Tandoori, and more. Well illus. in color. 266 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $14.95

** 7863690 TASTING HISTORY: Exploring 4,000 Years of Recipes, By Max Seufert with A. Volkwein. A rich exploration of how our tastes have evolved across the rise and fall of empires. Every narrative narrative is a testament to the undeniable belief that food has the power to bring humanity closer together. Recipes include: Slew of Lamb, Meat. Christmas Pudding, A Tart of Apricots, Puyasam, Gajayak, Tandoori, and more. Well illus. in color. 266 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $14.95
Desserts

**781612 CLEAN DESSERTS: Delicious No-Bake Vegan + Gluten-Free Cookies, Bars, Balls, and More.** By Karinly Tillman. Uses real food ingredients like nuts, seeds, nut butters, and dates to whip up guilt-free cookies, bars, balls, and more. Classic candy bars, as well as no-bake cheesecakes, tarts, and ice cream! Recipes include: Black Forest Thumbprint Cookies; Chocolate Chia Seed Bars; Hazelnut Caramel Balls; Raspberry Macarons; Pecan Praline Ice Cream; and more. Well illus. in color. 226 pages. Reader's Digest. Pub. at $24.95

**783142 COCOA BOMBS: Over 40 Make-at-Home Recipes for Explosively Fun Hot Chocolate Drinks.** By Eric Torres-Garcia. These hollow chocolate spheres melt into your cup of warmed milk, while magically releasing mini marshmallows into your drink. Gives you step by step instructions on preparing chocolate shells, filling and assembling, as well as amazing ideas for decoration and gift packaging. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $14.99

**787966 VIVA DESSERTS! Traditional & Reinvented Sweets from a Mexican-American Kitchen.** By Nicole Presley. From Turtles to Oreo Cheesecake, these sweet treats are the perfect complement to any meal. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99

Beverages

**7881789 RAWENERGY IN A GLASS: 126 Nutrition-Packed Smoothies, Greens, Drinks, and Other Satisfying Raw Beverages to Boost Your Well Being.** By Stephanie Tourles. Energize and rejuvenate with 126 smoothies, shots, elixirs, and “mocktails” that deliver wholesome nutrition any time of day. Whether you’re looking for a green drink to power through a busy morning or a refreshing fruit cooler for a hot summer evening, this guide has you covered. Illus., in color. 192 pages. Page Street. Pub. at $21.99


Seasonings & Condiments

**7871664 HOT HONEY COOKBOOK: 60 Recipes to Infuse Sweet Heat into Your Favorite Foods.** By B. Quintero and Russell R. From a drizzling to incorporating hot honey into marinades, glazes, dressings, sauces, and cake batters, the 60 mouthwatering recipes are guaranteed to bring the sweet heat all day long, from breakfast to cocktails, including Bourbon Pecan Coffee Cake, Korean-Style Chicken Wings, Shrimp and Grits, Baked Beans, and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Rock Point. Pub. at $31.99

**7863759 JUICE AND SMOOTHIES: Nutrient-Dense, Seasonal Recipes to Jump-Start Your Health.** By Kathy Patalsky. Smoothies are an easy, healthy, and fun way to add fruits, veggies, grains, seeds, and nuts to your diet and improve wellness. Now you can enjoy a new, vegan smoothie every day! Try Happy Banana, Orchard Bliss, Kineapple Sunbeam and PB&J Shake, and many more. Illus. in color. 318 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

**7868739 ENERGIZING SUPERFRUIT JUICES AND SMOOTHIES: Nutrient-Dense, Seasonal Recipes to Jump-Start Your Health.** By Shauna R. Martin. Jump-start your body with superfoods! Smoothies packed with superfoods, and meals, with vegetables and fruits selected to coincide with fresh, delicious, seasonal produce. With over 40 unique and delicious combinations of fruits and superfoods, it can be made right in your own kitchen, anytime you want. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Rock Point. Pub. at $15.99

**7874529 SKINNY SMOOTHIES: 101 Delicious Drinks That Help You Detox and Lose Weight.** By S. Harris & E. Johnson. With this guide you’ll learn everything you need to know to integrate some smooth nutrition into your life. Inside you’ll find recipes that are jam-packed with freshness and flavor. From weight loss to energy kicks to clean eating, there’s a smoothie just right for you. 202 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**792884X 365 VEGAN SMOOTHIES: Boost Your Health with a Rainbow of Fruits and Veggies.** By Kathy Patalsky. Smoothies are an easy, healthy, and fun way to add fruits, veggies, grains, seeds, and nuts to your diet and improve wellness. Now you can enjoy a new, vegan smoothie every day! Try Happy Banana, Orchard Bliss, Kineapple Sunbeam and PB&J Shake, and many more. Illus. in color. 318 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

**7881789 RAWENERGY IN A GLASS: 126 Nutrition-Packed Smoothies, Greens, Drinks, and Other Satisfying Raw Beverages to Boost Your Well Being.** By Stephanie Tourles. Energize and rejuvenate with 126 smoothies, shots, elixirs, and “mocktails” that deliver wholesome nutrition any time of day. Whether you’re looking for a green drink to power through a busy morning or a refreshing fruit cooler for a hot summer evening, this guide has you covered. Illus., in color. 192 pages. Page Street. Pub. at $21.99

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**7810823 ALL-AMERICAN CAKES, PIES, COOKIES, & CANDIES.** By R & S. This book has found the perfect medium between too sweet and not sweet enough for many beloved cakes, cookies, and pastries. Recipes include: Banana Nut Bread; Peanut Butter Donuts; Chocolate Covered Raspberry Bites; Boston Cream Pie; Key Lime Pie; Pecan Tarts; Oreo Cake Pop; and more. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**7852207 NUTELLA: 60 Classic & Inspired Recipes.** By Gregory Cohen. Discover a delicious array of cakes, pastries and desserts made with the classic hazelnut cocoa spread. Try Mixed Berry Muffins; Babka and Orange Juice Cake; alongside delightssuch as Tarte Tartin, Vanilla and Praline Eclairs. With techniques and recipes to suit every level of expertise, this collection will appeal to both Nutella devotees and those who are new to the chocolate hazelnut sensation. In color. 184 pages. White Lion. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $26.00

**7857675 DESSERT BOARDS.** By Kelli Hommerly. The boards are perfect not just for dessert time, but for snacking any time of day or night; for parties and celebrations; for visits from family or friends; and for sharing or gift giving. The 50 easy to make boards are kid and family-friendly, and each is at once stunning to behold and scrumptiously delicious. In color. 144 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $22.95

**787907X EASY NO-CHURN ICE CREAM COOKBOOK.** By A. K. Whitney. You’ll find 75 dessert recipes inspired by Strawberry and her pals. Take an imaginary stroll in Times Square with some Times-Pearl Danishes. And after you take a bit of Lime’s Dancing Dragon Fruit Ice Cream, you’ll want to do a happy little jig yourself! Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**780251X PIEMATES.** By Taylor Harbin. From cozy Cobblers to Pies. Well illus. in color. 200 pages. Page Street. Pub. at $22.99

**199042X TASTE OF HOME BEST-LOVED FALL BAKING & DESSERTS.** Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Indulge in 226 delicious sweet treats everyone craves. It’s easy with these heartwarming treats. Features everything from cookies, brownies and cobblers to cakes, pies and more. Well illus. in color. 296 pages. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $24.95

**199042X SECRETS OF BAKING & DESSERTS.** Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Indulge in 226 delicious sweet treats everyone craves. It’s easy with these heartwarming treats. Features everything from cookies, brownies and cobblers to cakes, pies and more. Well illus. in color. 296 pages. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $24.95

**199042X SECRETS OF BAKING & DESSERTS.** Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Indulge in 226 delicious sweet treats everyone craves. It’s easy with these heartwarming treats. Features everything from cookies, brownies and cobblers to cakes, pies and more. Well illus. in color. 296 pages. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $24.95

**199042X TASTE OF HOME BEST-LOVED FALL BAKING & DESSERTS.** Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Indulge in 226 delicious sweet treats everyone craves. It’s easy with these heartwarming treats. Features everything from cookies, brownies and cobblers to cakes, pies and more. Well illus. in color. 296 pages. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $24.95
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